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Abstract
System optimization for extensibility and robustness is a fundamental challenge of engineering dis-
ciplines. Traditional approaches have aimed to optimize cost and performance of a system at a
given point in its lifespan. However, as systems evolve with increasing resources and load, system
extensibility has to be included in the earliest stages of planning and deployment.
In this thesis, we study the staged deployment of large telescope array configurations as an
optimization problem subject to cost, performance and network robustness. The LOFAR (LOw
Frequency ARray) is the world's largest telescope array, deploying in its full design 25000 antennas
over 350km in diameter in Northern Europe. These are deployed in clusters, and planned to be
built in stages, with current funding allowing for 15000 arrays over 100km. This new generation of
telescope arrays requires new system design principles and modelling techniques.
We develop a staged optimization framework for modelling network behavior, robustness, and
extensibility. We represent large telescope arrays as generalized networks, with nodes as the tele-
scope stations and edges as the cable links between them. We model network design and growth
with both graph-theoretical and physical metrics pertaining to imaging properties of each array
configuration. Additionally, we model the probability of failure of each topology, both from envi-
ronmental conditions and random events along the baseline. We make recommendations about the
best cost-performance and robustness trade-off configurations.
We introduce two staging principles for system deployment and configuration: (1) a backward
approach, in which the design is optimized in the future and scaled down for the initial stages,
and (2) a forward approach which achieves optimality at the start and grows the system using an
optimization technique. We systematically compare the two staging techniques in the context of
telescope arrays and evaluate the hypothesis that the backward approach is superior for telescope
arrays because it incorporates knowledge of the desired future end state of the system.
The modelling framework introduced is applicable to various engineering problems suceptible to
network representation, including biological systems, telecommunication networks, transportation
routes, and space exploration systems.
Thesis Supervisor: Olivier L. de Weck
Title: Assistant Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Engineering Systems
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Multiple antenna radio astronomy is also known as interferometry. This technique involves using a
number of antennas linked together to create an aperture which resolves features with much smaller
angles and thus probes deeper into space. Various large telescope projects exist from relatively
smaller sizes, like the Very Large Array (VLA) in New Mexico, to Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) projects, in which stations are too far to be linked with conventional cable, and the data is
recorded, transported remotely and then correlated. The applications of such grand-scale astronomy
are far-reaching from deep space observation to profound knowledge about the Earth itself. Some
scientific results due to the VLBI include the motion of the Earth's tectonic plates, definition of the
celestial reference frame, understanding the deep structure of the Earth, creating better atmospheric
models, imaging high-energy particles being ejected from black holes and imaging the surfaces of
nearby stars at radio wavelengths [1] [2].
Figure 1-1: Very Large Array, Socorro, New Mexico, (image courtesy [1])
The design of these large systems with such wide scientific applications is very costly and difficult
to plan. In this thesis, we look at the staged deployment of large telescope array configurations as
an optimization problem subject to cost, performance and network robustness.
1.1 Motivation and Problem Formulation
LOFAR started as an innovative effort to create a breakthrough in sensitivity for astronomical ob-
servations at radio-frequencies below 250 MHz [14]. The radio astronomy technology planned is
unchanged since the 1960's: large mechanical dish telescopes collect signals to be sent to a receiver
and analyzer. Half of the cost in designing such systems lies in the steel and moving structure. This
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is why single apertures much larger than the equipment are unaffordable. The answer are large
telescope arrays, which can collect signals separately and interpret the image as a whole. In the case
of LOFAR, there are numerous simple stations, on the order of 25000 in the full design, organized
in clusters, and planned to be built in stages. Phase 1 is currently funded with 15000 antennas on
maximum baseline of 100 km.
As envisioned such a complex system has not only to be designed to reach scientific objectives
at affordable cost, but also designed to be extensible. Extensibility indicates the capability of the
system to increase performance under an increased load when more resources are added. Moreover,
an array with a diameter on the order of hundreds of kilometers with thousands of stations has a
large probability of failure, either due to equipment resisting environmental conditions or random
events along the baseline. To ensure network resilience and sustained functionality even after ran-
dom failure, the array needs to be designed both for extensibility and robustness.
To meet the above objectives, we modeled large telescope arrays as generalized networks, with
nodes as telescope stations and edges the cable links between them. Their design and growth are
modeled with both graph-theoretical and physical metrics pertaining to imaging. Recommendations
are made about the best cost-performance and robustness trade-off configurations.
1.2 Previous Work on System Scalability and Robustness
1.2.1 Staged deployment and orbital reconfiguration of satellite constel-
lations
Chaize studies the value of flexibility in design in an uncertain environment in the context of the
history of the Iridium constellation [4]. The Iridium company believed it could attract about 3
million customers, but was not designed to accommodate the fact that by the time it was deployed
the marketplace was already transformed by the growth of terrestrial cellular networks. Thirteen
months after beginning operations, Iridium filed for Chapter 11 protection. Chaize argues that this
is a consequence of the traditional way of designing large capacity systems which optimizes design
for a specific objective (global capacity) and fails to account for demand uncertainty. He proposes a
staged deployment strategy in which the system capacity is increased gradually and design decisions
are made dynamically at each deployment stage. Technically, the value of such built-in flexibility is
accessed using real options theory and a multi-objective optimization framework.
Staged deployment is a particular way of introducing flexibility in the system. The goal of
Chaize's work is to compare the life cycle costs obtained with flexibility with those obtained using
traditional design techniques. He presents the difference between the cost of the traditional design
and the expected life cycle cost obtained with staged deployment as an approximation of the max-
imum price designers should be willing to pay to embed flexibility into the design. In conclusion,
Chaize shows an improvement in the life cycle cost on the order of 30% for LEO constellations of
communication satellites and suggests that this framework can be used for designing other large
complex systems.
1.2.2 Studies on network topology, robustness and cost
There are more references than can be mentioned here about network topology and its implications
for cost, performance and robustness, all in various domains. Probably the most numerous are the
ones with applications in network biology. Two very extensive reviews in Nature [19] and in SIAM
Review [8] were used for terminology and reference on network theory. Various idea have also spawn
from reading studies about the topology and robustness of the Internet [18]. The studies presented
below, have been selected because they are more closely related to our research.
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Yang and Kornfeld [5] study the optimality of the hub-and-spoke principle for FedEx delivery
problem. They use mixed integer programming, modeling the network of next day air cargo delivery
flights between a fairly small number of city pairs. It is shown that hub-and-spoke is not always
the desired architecture, but the topology varies with the demand, aircraft type and city locations.
Only aircraft flight-time operating costs are considered, and no robustness with respect to uncertain
demand. The original intent of the study was to model the FedEx delivery network with 26 cities,
but it was found that the integer programming algorithms could not handle that many variables.
This study is an indicator that understanding network topology is crucial to airlines costs modeling
and operations, and also there is a need for heuristic algorithms that can deal faster with large
nonlinear design spaces.
A lot of research is devoted to airline flight scheduling, using linear programming flow and search
algorithms. Network topology investigations in airline operations are more recent. An example is
a study done jointly with the American Airlines Operations Research Department and the Georgia
Institute of Technology [6]. The authors review the flights network robustness issue due to can-
celing flights in operations because of disruptions. Canceling a single flight, means also canceling
a sequence of flights that starts and ends at the same airport. It is claimed that fleet assignment
and aircraft rotation with short cycles will be less sensitive to cancelations. In the paper, the lower
bound for the number of cycles is estimated using the hub connectivity of the fleet assignment. They
show that solution models perform better than traditional assignment models.
The last review is of a very similar study to ours with a different goal: to find out how small
worlds arise [7] (see Section 1.3). The authors study whether the small-world topology arises as a
consequence of a trade-off between maximal connectivity and minimal wiring. To investigate this
question, they perform a single-stage simulated annealing optimization with two opposing metrics:
connectivity, modeled as the physical (Euclidean) distance between any two nodes and wiring, mod-
eled as the average distance between all pairs of vertices. The optimization goal is to minimize an
energy function which is a weighted sum of the two metrics. The optimizations are seeded with k-
regular graphs1 . The authors claim that small-world behavior arises when the two metrics are given
equal priority and show results of hub emergence and evolution for varying weights. This claim
is proven by evaluating the generated networks with graph statistical measures. The interesting
conclusion from this study is that optimization in the tension of two opposing metrics does give rise
to scale-free and small-world networks.
1.3 Review of Graph Theory and Network Optimization
Graph theory began in 1736 with Euler's visit to Koenigsberg. People were wondering whether
one can traverse all the bridges of Koenigsberg by crossing each one of them exactly once. 2 Ever
since Euler and the modeling terminology he introduced, similar and more complicated questions
have been raised which perpetrated graph theory development. More recently, a related applied
discipline has been evolving quickly, network theory. Network theory, a branch of applied mathe-
matics, shares the goals and knowledge of theoretical graph theory, but studies physical, natural or
artificial, networks. Applications include biological networks, like metabolic pathways, gene expres-
sion, protein interaction, food webs; transportation networks, like airline routes and destinations
and railway tracks; and various large and complex engineering systems, like satellite constellations,
electric power grids, cell phone transmission nets, large telescope arrays and so on. Network mod-
els apply to many systems that can be observed around us, and can be largely classified in four
groups: social networks (social contacts, friendships, scientific collaborations), information networks
(Internet, paper citations, semantic networks), technological (power grid, roads network, electrical
circuits) and biological networks (foodwebs, protein interaction etc). Different models have been
1Graphs in which every node has exactly k neighbors are called k-regular2 A walk which starts and ends at the same vertex while passing through every edge only once is called a Eulerian
cycle. A Hamiltonian cycle is a closed path which passes through every node twice. This is also called a travelling
salesman tour.
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developed for each domain, with distinctions and a lot of commonalities. The purpose of complex
network theory is to better understand the structure and properties of physical networks and to use
this knowledge to make them more resilient to disturbances. For example, social networks research
can help well-targeted vaccination to prevent spreading disease and epidemics.
1.3.1 Network terminology
A network is a collection of nodes, with links between them. Nodes can be abstract points in
interaction space, or geometric points in two, three or more dimensions. An edge is defined as a
pair of vertices from the network. Graphically, it is usually represented by a link between the two
vertices. The pair of vertices can be ordered, which corresponds to a directed edge (Figure 1-2 right),
or unordered, corresponding to a undirected (or bidirectional) edge (Figure 1-2 left). A graph can be
represented with an adjacency matrix. For a n-node graph, the adjacency matrix is a n x n matrix
A in which A(i, j) = 1 if the ith and jth nodes are adjacent (linked) and A(i, j) = 0 otherwise.
One of the striking discoveries in network theory is that there are measures and characteristics
: edges
nodes .t
Figure 1-2: Example of a undirected (left) and a directed (right) general graphs; the directed graph
is acyclic, the undirected graph contains a loop
that do not depend on the network size, but its structure, therefore they allow comparisons among
systems of different size and nature. One of the important characteristics of a graph is the degree
distribution. For an undirected graph the degree of a vertex is defined as the number of links adjacent
to the vertex. For a directed graph, the in-degree is the number of edges that originate at the vertex
and the out-degree the number of edges that terminate at the vertex. A degree distribution is
the histogram of vertex degrees. A lot of network properties are related to the degree distribution,
including network robustness which is a major concern of this thesis. Figure 1-3 shows three different
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Figure 1-3: Three random graphs with different degree distributions: (a) random with no apparent
hierarchy, (b) normal-like, indicating some scaling laws, and hub formation, (c) uniform, which is
typical for k-regular graphs.
degree distributions, random, normal-like and uniform-like.
A network is an instance of a connected graph, a mathematical object, in which vertices and
nodes have some physical meaning. A connected graph is a graph in which every node can be
reached from any other node following a path of links (A path is an ordered sequence of links, each
two consecutive adjacent to each other). It is the rising interconnectivity and interactions in physical
systems that perpetrated the study of physical networks in the first place.
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Properties and measures about the edges of a graph are mostly related to connectivity and
network navigation. Sometimes edges are weighted to show relative importance of the link, for
example how well people know each other, how fast the connection is along a certain route or how
far the edges are. Edge length, also called cable length is one of the metrics used for evaluating
telescope array designs in this thesis. To further explain connectivity some more graph theoretical
definitions are needed.
A cycle is a path which starts and ends at the same node (also a closed path). An acyclic graph
is graph without cycles. A tree" is an acyclic and connected graph. A spanning tree of a graph
is a subset of n - 1 edges that form a tree. A minimum spanning tree is a set of n - 1 edges of
minimum total weight which form a spanning tree. (When a graph is unweighted, any tree is a
spanning tree. A minimum spanning tree, also called Steiner tree in this thesis is a spanning tree
with a minimum total edge length (sum of all edge lengths or also called total cable length). Many
algorithms are used to compute minimum spanning trees or their approximations), since in general
this is a NP-complete problem [10]. We use a similar clustering algorithm to the Matlab function
linkage, in which the closest link to a cluster of points is computed when a new point is considered
and so on, iteratively. The minimum spanning tree problem is described further in the following
subsection.
1.3.2 Essential network algorithms
Shortest path problem
Shortest paths are applicable to vehicle routing and communications problems and are often
useful as embedded in other network navigation algorithms. A famous solution to finding a shortest
path between two nodes is given by Dijkstra's algorithm. In Dijkstra, a starting node is chosen and
all distances from it to other nodes are set to infinity. As the algorithm walks on adjacent edges in a
breadth-first fashion, each time it reaches a new node, it relabels the learned distances along the way
until it walks the entire graph. Our shortest path algorithm was inspired by [9] (see Section B.1).
This algorithm only works with acyclic graphs. Since we only design minimum spanning trees,
no loops (closed paths) exist in the telescope arrays, and hence no two ways to get from station to
station. The only path found by the algorithm is the shortest path.
Minimal linkage algorithm
Extending the telescope arrays means adding new stations and linking those stations to the already
existing cluster. Optimal linking requires the end array to be a Steiner tree, just like the original
one. Our algorithm achieves that by computing the minimum distance to the existing cluster for
every new station added B.2.
1.3.3 Network models
Network models have been developed derived from various physical networks of interest with the
goal to find similarities between different physical systems and to use the same tools to study their
behavior. Three useful models have become popular, from the Erdbs-Rdniy random graph model,
to the Barabdsi-Albert scale-free model and finally the hybrid network model.
The Erdbs-Rdniy random network models was first developed in the 1960s by the two math-
ematicians Rdniy and Erdas. Various improvements and modifications have been done since [8].
The simplest Erdbs-Rdniy model is to take a n-node graph and connect each two vertices with some
probability p. This graph is labeled Go,. In the limit of large n and fixed k it has been found that
the probability of any vertex having degree k is Pk -- (1 )pk(I - p)f~ k ____z. Various values
of p between 0 and 1 create different graph structure, determine connectivity, existence of a large
component and so on. The Poisson (because of the Poisson degree probability for large n) random
graph model has been studied rigorously and developed to sophistication but not found to be too
practical. Most networks, natural or designed, are not random in nature.
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The scale-free networks idea proposed by Barabdsi-Albert [11] has attracted much attention.
These networks are characterized by a power-law degree distribution, that is the probability that
a node has degree k is P(k) ~ k-7, where y is the degree exponent. Another way to define scale-
free networks is through their evolutionary origin. A popular model is network growth following a
preferential attachment law. Preferential attachment means that when a new node is introduced,
the probability that it is attached to a given node is proportional to the degree of that node. Thus,
well-connected nodes keep higher number of links with network growth. The rich get richer is a
principle also observed in social networks. People tend to associate with people who have many
contacts already. The probability that a node is highly connected plays a larger role than in random
graphs which results in a small number of highly connected nodes also known as hubs.
Many physical networks have been found to have a power-law, and studies have determined
experimentally and with extrapolation the degree exponent. For a small 'y hubs are very important
(stand out), while for 'y > 3 hubs are irrelevant; for 2 < y < 3 hub hierarchy forms, and for y = 2 a
hub-and-spoke formation emerges. Hub-centered, hub-and-spoke and a uniform graph are shown in
Figure 1-4. Notice that all three will have different degree distributions, and probably the right-most
graph on Figure 1-4 has a distribution which looks like the right-most plot on Figure 1-3.
Figure 1-4: Left: hub-centered topology, the majority of vertices have low degrees; middle: hub-
and-spoke configurations, characterized by a few well-connected hubs, each forming a hub-centralized
component; right: a graph with a uniform degree distribution, all nodes are equal, no hub emergence.
These graphs were generated with Pajek [24].
Modularity and hierarchical structure add another level of complexity which is not explained by
the scale-free model. Local clustering and scale-free topologies are common in real networks and
can be generated in an iterative manner from scale-free networks. The starting point is a cluster of
densely linked nodes. Next this cluster is replicated few times and the central node is connected to the
external nodes of the replicated parts. This preserves the scale-free nature of the network (power-law
degree distribution), but exhibits different clustering patterns, different clustering coefficient.
1.3.4 Network growth, network resilience
Network robustness, as reviewed in the literature is presented in detail in Chapter 4, which discusses
the robustness of telescope arrays. Robustness is the system's ability to respond to changes in the
external conditions while maintaining normal behavior. A lot of studies have been performed on net-
work robustness, largely concentrating on robustness in functionality. The literature defines [19] [22]
two types of robustness to failure, topological and dynamic robustness. Topological robustness refers
to damage on the structure of the network, like node and edge failure, and surviving connected com-
ponents. Functional (or dynamic) robustness maps the loss of functionality due to partial failure.
The metrics can have different implications about the network design, and as established, they
determine the network topology.
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1.4 Summary of Cohanim's Thesis
The next generation of radio telescope interferometric arrays requires careful design of the array
configuration to optimize the performance of the overall system. Cohanim [3][12] has developed a
framework, based on a genetic algorithm, for rapid exploration and optimization of the objective
space pertaining to multiple objectives. He has evaluated a large space of possible designs for 27, 60,
100, and 160 station arrays. The 27 station optimizations can be compared to the well-known VLA
case, and the larger array designs apply to arrays currently under design such as LOFAR, ATA,
and the SKA. In the initial implementation of this framework designs are evaluated with respect to
two metrics, array imaging performance and the length of cable necessary to connect the stations.
Imaging performance is measured by the degree to which the sampling of the uv plane is uniform.
For the larger arrays he finds that well-known geometric designs perform well and occupy the Pareto
front of optimum solutions. For the 27-element case he finds designs, combining features of the well-
known designs, that are more optimal as measured by these two metrics. The results obtained by
the multiobjective genetic optimization are corroborated by simulated annealing, which also reveals
the role of entropy in array optimization. The framework is general, and may be applied to other
design goals and issues, such as particular schemes for sampling the uv plane, array robustness, and
phased deployment of arrays.
Our work is largely based on the physical model and single-stage optimization results of telescope
arrays developed by Cohanim.
1.5 Thesis Objectives. Map. Hypothesis
This thesis is looking at two major problems, designing telescope arrays for cost and performance to
be extensible and designing telescope arrays for robustness. While valuable design recommendations
are made, one of the seeked contributions is to tie graph-theoretical knowledge with optimization
of large engineering networks. It is our hope that the framework developed is adaptable to various
engineering problems, susceptible to network modeling. Another major goal of this work is to study
staged deployment from the point of view of two staging principles: a backward approach, in which
the design is optimized in the future and scaled down for the initial stages, and forward, which
believes in optimality at the start and grows the system using an optimization technique. Our
hypothesis is that the backward approach is superior for telescope arrays because it incorporates
knowledge of the desired future end state of the system.
This thesis is organized in four major parts. Chapter 1 presented the problem with background,
theoretical and scientific motivation and provided a brief review of relevant network theory. Chapter
2 explains in detail the principles, assumptions and algorithms, in other words the tools used in our
research framework. Chapter 3 is dedicated to results about the staged design of telescope arrays
from the point of view of cost and performance. Two major staging techniques are compared,
while discussing the benefits and drawbacks of staging with recommendations for the best design
configurations. Chapter 4 concentrates on network robustness implications for the telescope arrays
and tries to explore the tension between Pareto optimality and robustness in the context of the two
staging principles. Arrays designed for robustness are presented as an alternative to the Chapter 3
results. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with open issues, the remaining cases to be studies
and other potential applications of the entire framework.
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Chapter 2
Staging Optimization Framework
2.1 Static Multiobjective Optimization: Cost Versus Perfor-
mance
A system is a physical or virtual object whose behavior or function is a consequence of interactions
between its constituent elements. The design of a system is the process of conceiving or planning its
form or function with a specific goal in mind. Almost always, systems are designed with multiple
goals or for multiple purposes. Finding the best design solution to a single goal is challenging enough
and is often posed as an optimization problem. Optimizing conflicting objectives for a system, like
cost, performance, schedule and risk is called multiobjective optimization. For example, optimizing a
fighter jet for speed means sacrificing fuel efficiency. Thus a faster airplane might be more expensive
to operate. This is a classic example of tension between performance and cost [13].
The cost versus performance trade-off in networks is usually closely coupled with the network
topology. The telescope arrays design problem deals with positioning both the nodes and the links
in the network. The placement of the antennas (nodes) determines the fidelity of the obtained
image, but it also affects the cost of building the infrastructure, like the power distribution, site
preparation and laying connecting cable. In network terminology, the configuration of the nodes
affects the coverage and the connectivity of the network. There are various metrics representing
coverage and linkage, and in general all of those are opposing metrics. Intuitively, if a net is very
spread out and has good coverage, it has a large diameter, long shortest paths from node to node
and overall large total linkage distance. Cohanim [12] modeled coverage as the imaging performance
of the array by estimating the number of unfilled uv points in the uv plane. Cost is represented by
the total cable length of the array. The framework developed in [12], based on a genetic algorithm,
rapidly explores of the objective space pertaining to the two cited objectives. A solution to the
problem of finding an optimal configuration for a fixed number of stations is proposed. Figure 2-1
shows an example results of telescope configurations optimized for minimum cable length (left-
most), maximum coverage (middle) and both, equally weighted (right-most). The top plots show
the geometry, the bottom ones show the corresponding uv density points. The trade-off between
cost and performance is clear: low-cost designs have the worst relative coverage, while the best
performance designs have the greatest cable length. We call this problem type static multiobjective
optimization. The rest of this chapter deals with multi-staging, which stretches the baseline questions
in time and seeks to find an optimal configuration, which is also designed to grow optimally, subject
to the same two objectives, cost and performance. The term we use for this problem type is dynamic
multiobjective optimization.
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Figure 2-1: Telescope array configurations with 27 stations optimized for: (a) minimum cable length,
a VLA-like configuration, (b) maximum coverage or minimum uv density, a circular configuration,
(c) both metrics, a randomized log spiral geometry
2.2 Dynamic Single-step Staging: Forward Versus Backward
Strategy
Complex systems can either scale with time (extend or shrink) or evolve or both. Extensibility
(scaling) means preserving the nature of the elements of the system and their function, but increasing
their number or size. Evolution means changing fundamental form and/or function. In this thesis,
we consider the former scaling a telescope array means adding stations and connecting them to
the existing infrastructure without changing it. Single-step staging will be defined as designing a
m-station configuration and a n-station configuration such that m < n and the n-array contains the
m-array. Notice that for this application, the second stage is strictly larger than the first (n-rn 1)
since we are interested in extensibility, not accretion (slow small-scale growth).
Two diametrically opposite approaches were used to design telescope arrays for extensibility:
optimizing upon best knowledge of the present, as a forward-looking technique; and deducing what
is needed now based upon best estimate of the future, as a backward-looking technique. So, in
the forward approach, an array is optimized using a genetic algorithm, developed in [12]. Then,
to scale the array, stations are added using a custom-written simulated annealing algorithm. The
best second-stage configuration is identified based on some weighted metric of cost and performance.
In the backward approach, first an array is optimized using a genetic algorithm, with the desired
number of stations for a second-stage. Then, the same simulated annealing algorithm is used to
find an optimal subset of the array, to be used as a first stage. Figure 2-2 shows an example of a
GA-optimized configuration with its optimal subset chosen for the first stage. The plots on the right
shows the first and the second stage with their corresponding uv densities.
2.2.1 Problem formulation
Problem setup: Let (xi,yi),i = 1...m and (xj,yj),j = 1...n, such that 0 < x? +y? d,
be sets of points in the plane, with (xi, yi) c (xj, yj), and d is a constant diameter. Notice that,
(xi, yi) C (xj, yy) means that for all i, there exists a j, such that (xi, yi) = (xj, yj). Suppose that esii2
and ej 1j 2 are sets of edges connecting the sets of points (xi, yi) and (xj, yj). We require es1i 2 C ej 1 2 ,
so that the original infrastructure like laid cable, roads, trenches are kept and expenses for recabling
and rebuilding the network are avoided. Then, total cable length is computed as the sum of the
lengths of all edges in the network (E lesii2| and E lei 1i2| respectively). The number of uv points
is computed directly from the stations coordinates as uk = XA , Vk = ' , for all i, j, where A
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Figure 2-2: Example of backward staging. The filled circles segment in the left plot is the selected
optimal subset of the wider GA-optimized array; the right plot shows the first-stage array and the
second-stage array with their uv density plots
is the observation wavelength. These uv points are correlated with the points of a pre-computed
uniform grid. The number unfilled points on the uniform grid is presented as percentage to form the
uv density metric. An example of a uniform grid and the filled uv points by a log spiral geometry
is given in Figure 2-3.
200 100
04 0
-200 -100
-.-.-.- -200 0 200 -100 0 100
Figure 2-3: A nominal grid (left) used to calculate the filled uv points for a log spiral geometry
Problem statement: For given m, n and d, find a set of n points (xj,yj),j = 1.. .n, 0
x yj K d and a subset of m points (xi, y), i = 1 ... m,0 < xi, yi d, such that their cable
lengths and uv densities are minimized, for all such sets and their subsets. A formal mathematical
formulation of the problem statement is given by (2.1).
find {(xi,yi)}i=1 ...m, and {(xj, yj)}=1 ...n, 0 < x +y2 < d, 0 x2 + yj2 < d
such that {(xi, yi)} C {(xj, yj)}, m < n, is a connected subset (2.1)
and such that f({(xi, yi)}), f ({(xj, y3 )}), g({(xi, yi)}) and g({(xj, y3 )}) are minimized
where f is the array total cable length and g is the array uv density
This problem formulation can be extended to any number of stages, defined as subsets in (2.1).
The metrics can also be modified to reflect robustness, flexibility, or different cost and performance
models. Priorities (weights) can be assigned to different stages to account for the varying importance
of objectives in the present and in the future. Such weighting can have impact not only on the
resulting designs, but also on the optimization tools preferred to solve the problem.
2.2.2 Modeling, assumptions
The vast scope of this problem is a mixture of complex scientific objectives (probing deeper into
space), using interferometry and electromagnetic radiation to interpret signals, point-design engi-
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neering of radio telescope stations and system engineering to understand their operation in a complex
network. To optimize such a large system with many interactions and complex objectives, we had
to make simplifying modeling assumptions. High-level modeling assumptions are listed below, algo-
rithm specific assumptions are described in the following sections.
* Telescope stations are modeled as points in two dimensions, not apertures, a minimum distance
of 1 kilometer apart. In reality, stations can be from 25-meter in diameter radio telescopes
stretched out along 21-kilometer arms like the Very Large Array in New Mexico, to many
clusters of a total of 25000 telescopes spread out in an area as large as 350 kilometers in
diameter, as in the full LOFAR design. Our assumption is valid only if a telescope aperture
size is much smaller compared to the site diameter.
* The design space is circular and two-dimensional with a varying diameter from 100 to about
400 kilometers scaled with the array size. Varying the site diameter is implemented in order to
enable the comparison between the performance of arrays of different sizes. For configurations
with the same number of stations, the same site diameter is used, include for damaged arrays to
calculate percentage of lost coverage, the uv density metric is compared with the site diameter
of the original array.
* The number of stations is fixed at every stage; that is, no optimization is done on the number
of stations
" When the array is scaled, (stations are added or removed), the initial infrastructure is kept
constant; station coordinates do not change, nor does the linkage between them. This means
that as new links are created or links are removed, the resulting network graph is still connected
and contains no loops or double edges. Recabling, that is changing the topology of the network
for the purposes of optimality has been considered, but proved to be too costly and was rejected
as an option.
2.2.3 Variables, design vector, constants
There are problem-specific and algorithm-specific variables and constants. The most important
problem-level constants are the number of stages and the number of stations per stage, decided
upfront. Two to three stages have been simulated with small and large number of stations. For
benchmarking purposes, 27 stations are chosen for the first stage (matching the VLA design), 60 for
second stage and 99 for third, which follows the design plans for the LOFAR [12],[14]. For testing
algorithms and convergence limits lower numbers of stations are used: 6, 15 and 24 for first, second
and third stage respectively.
The design space is a circle with a constant diameter. The diameters for different numbers of
stations are computed proportionate to 400 kilometers corresponding to 60 stations. This allows
more design space for larger arrays. This reference 400-kilometer site diameter approximates LOFAR
planning specifications [14]. Other problem-specific constants are the observation wavelength A, set
to 4 meters, the choice of a radial uv distribution and the initial geometry seeds, inputs to the
genetic algorithm. The geometric seeds can be VLA-like (Y-shaped), circular, triangular, Reuleaux
triangular, log-spiral and purely random. The rest, algorithm specific variables and constants are
described in the following sections.
The design vector consists of telescope stations coordinates (xi, yi), i = 1 ... n, where n is the
number of stations. Therefore, if the array has n telescopes, the design vector contains 2n variables.
2.2.4 Metrics, design objectives
Two design objectives for the telescope arrays are mapped to the traditional cost and performance
metrics: cable length and uv density.
Cable length
Building the array involves expenses for building and positioning the telescope stations and laying
the expensive digital optical fibre. We model the cost involved with the total length of the cable
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Figure 2-4: Example of a undirected cyclic graph with arbitrarily assigned edge weights
needed. For array diameters on the order of hundreds of kilometers, the added cost is significant
(and scales approximately linearly with the size of the array).
In a network, the total cable length is the sum of the length of all the links of the network (graph
edges). A convenient way to calculate that is to keep an equivalent of an adjacency matrix, which in-
stead of Os and is contains Os and lengths (|ri -rj 1) for each (ri, rj) = 1 entry of the adjacency matrix
(equal to its own transpose). We call this the adjacency-lengths matrix. Apparently, it is also a sym-
metric matrix. Therefore, all edge lengths are recorded twice and the total network length will be the
sum of all entries in the adjacency-lengths matrix, divided by 2. For example, consider the graph on
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 0
Figure 2-4. The adjacency matrix for this graph is 6 x 6 and is equal to A = 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1
L0 -0 0 1 1 0
0 2 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 2 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0The corresponding adjacency-lengths matrix is AL = 0 2 0 0 1 2.5 .Then the total
0 0 0 1 0 2
0 0 0 2.5 2 0
edge length of the graph in Figure 2-4 is the sum of the entries of AL divided by 2, which is 10.5.
UV density metric
Modeling the imaging quality of the array can be done in different ways. The UV Density Method
developed by Cohanim [12], calculates the distribution of uv points for a large number of stations.
It starts by calculating a nominal grid, which consists of uv points placed according to the desired
radial distribution, and then spaced apart equally in azimuth at each radius. The basic idea of
acquiring a distribution in the uv plane is to have all uv points roughly the same distance from their
neighboring uv points. This is equivalent to having all uv points occupy an equal area in the uv
plane. The actual uv distributions are calculated using equations (2.2).
Usij = i-X (2.2)
An actual uv point is associated with the nearest uv point in the nominal grid, using a nearest
neighbor algorithm from Matlab. If an actual av point is associated with a nominal grid point, then
the nominal grid point is considered filled The uv metric is expressed as the percentage of unfilled
nominal uv points, M = Nut-Nuaamai
The downside of using the uv density metric to compare arrays with different sizes is that it
is normalized to the number of stations ( -),so it does not show absolute increase in arrayp02rgr u
TeorranepOnin wa jaocnc-lenths arxle is L 0us 0 01e. Te the lags oia rd(optotalo
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Figure 2-5: Algorithms sequence flowchart; forward and backward staging techniques are shown side
by side; both techniques use the same sequence of optimization modules, but with different inputs
and outputs
third stage), for all stages compared.
Other, more sophisticated, but also more computationally intensive metrics have been proposed.
A discussion and list of references are provided in [12]. The two metrics described above were chosen
for their simplicity and also for their orthogonality. Minimizing the cable length tends to cluster the
array which has an opposing effect to maximizing the coverage. Minimizing the percentage of unfilled
nominal grid points means spreading out the telescope stations which increases the total cable length.
2.3 Algorithms, Optimization Tools
2.3.1 Algorithms flowchart
The backward and forward staging principles are executed with the same algorithmic skeleton, but
with different inputs and outputs, as indicated on Figure 2-5. Both start with a genetic algorithm
routine, then create and sample the design space of the resulting array and finally explore this sample
space using simulated annealing. The two- or multiple-stage output (set of arrays) is analyzed for
optimality, metric performance, robustness, geometry convergence and other graph statistical prop-
erties. After this post-optimization evaluation, the backward and forward approaches are compared
per criterium and overall and design recommendations are made.
2.3.2 Algorithms detailed description
The choice of algorithms is essential in obtaining a good solution or gaining insight into the nature
of a problem. For problems with highly nonlinear design spaces and objective functions, like this
one, it is difficult to visualize the entire design domain, the location and topology of design fam-
ilies, or their evolution at every iteration. With 2n design variables and the two highly nonlinear
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Figure 2-6: Array seed geometries, 60 stations: (top) VLA-like, triangular, circular, (bottom)
Realeaux triangular, log spiral and random
objective functions cable length and uv density, it is impossible to claim the existence of an optimal
solution, except for very small dimensions or inconceivably large number of iterations. Gradient or
deterministic algorithms are weak for nonlinear problems, because they get trapped in local min-
ima. Heuristic techniques, such as simulated annealing, neural networks, and genetic algorithms
are better at handling nonlinearities, though all of them require greater computational resources.
Depending on the physics or the model the design space can be discrete or continuous (the design
variables can have continuous or discrete domains). Generally, gradient-based algorithms deal better
with continuous spaces, while discrete spaces favor heuristics [13].
The computational framework developed for this thesis is based on a genetic algorithm developed
by Cohanim [12] and a custom-written simulated annealing algorithm. Various network navigation
algorithms were also developed to support the design space search in the optimization process.
The computational framework is initialized with choices of two key global variables: the number
of stages, and the number of stations per stage.
Initialization [12]
The initialization routine creates an initial population of array designs for the first generation of the
genetic algorithm. Stations coordinates are assigned according to a pre-selected geometry, which
is constrained by the site diameter. Cohanim tested several geometric seeds, like circles, triangles,
Reuleaux triangles, VLA-like (Y-shaped) and randomly placed stations, as shown on Figure 2-6.
Different geometries fulfill better different objectives and hence can be found in different places
on the Pareto front. For example, random (non-regular or non-geometric) array seeds are never
Pareto-optimal according to Cohanim, but can converge to regular designs. The initial seeds are
essential to the convergence behavior and Pareto-optimality of the entire population. A question
we investigate is how the geometric patterns evolve when the arrays are extended and whether the
staging principles used induce new geometries or give more insight about optimality. For example,
as discussed in Chapter 3, log spirals emerged as optimal patterns from the forward strategy, which
is why they were added to the seed geometries a posteriori.
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Figure 2-7: A connected 15-subset of a 24-array; the initial arrays is plotted with stars, the additional
stations with circles
GA population
A genetic algorithm with tournament selection is used for the optimization of the first stage of the
array. The detailed algorithm description can be found in [12]. The first stage is optimized with
200 generations and populations of 100 each for large number of stations (27 -+ 60 -+ 99) and 200
designs each for smaller number of stations (6 -+ 15 -+ 24). Other constants used in the GA are the
crossover rate (0.9), the mutation rate (0.01) and the elitism rate (0.01). The output is an evolved
population of designs, with their station coordinates, evaluated objective metrics, non-dominated
subset and convergence record. This first-stage optimization step is the same for both the forward
and backward techniques. The only inputs that are different are the number of stations for the stage
and the design space diameter.
DOE (Design of Experiments)
This procedure samples parts of the design space to be searched, evaluated or evolved. For highly
dimensional and nonlinear problems, selecting representative parts of the design space can be a
challenging task, with its success subject mostly to computational resource constraints. Two fun-
damentally different DOE principles are presented in this work, associated with the forward and
backward techniques.
Backward staging: The GA output in this case is a population of second-stage n-arrays. The
purpose of the DOE is to find, for each array, a connected m-subset (or a set of m-subsets) which
is a good starting point for the simulated annealing algorithm. Figure 2-7 gives an example of a
connected 15-subset of a 24-array. Ideally, the number of all subsets is 15 )= 1307504, however,
the actual size of the search space is much smaller because not all of these subsets are connected.
The purpose of next stage optimization is to find the best such subset subject to minimizing some
weighted combination of uv density and cable length.
The essence of this DOE algorithm is to walk along the original array, that is for a given original
node, to look for neighboring nodes (connected via an edge) and so on to create trees of the desired
subset size. The detailed algorithm is attached in B.3.
Forward staging: The GA-output in this case is a population of first-stage m-arrays. The
purpose of the DOE is to search a sample of randomly-generated stations to find a (n - m)-subset
such that added to the original m-array, creates a n-superset, which is a good starting point for the
next stage optimization. Figure 2-8 gives two examples of connected 15-supersets of 6-arrays. The
DOE algorithm searches randomly a large sample of stations and selects the best found set of n - m
stations to add to the original m-array to create a n-array. In this case, the size of the design space
n(n\
is always (n ) m ( . The entire algorithm is presented in B.4.
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Figure 2-8: Two 15-supersets of 6-arrays; the initial arrays are plotted with stars, the additional
stations with circles
SA
Simulated annealing is a heuristic method (using rule of thumb rules or common-sense observations
and probabilistic moves to look for good solutions) which is a mathematical analogy of the cooling
of set of atoms to a state of minimum energy. The basics of the SA have not changed much since
the method was introduced [15]. According to statistical mechanics, if a liquid cools and anneals too
quickly, then the material solidifies in a sub-optimal configuration. If the process is slower, the liquid
will solidify optimally into a state of minimum energy. This ground state corresponds to the minimum
of an objective function in optimization. In our framework, this function is called energy function and
is a weighted sum of the two objective metrics, cost and performance, E = A(UVdes,)+(1- A)(Leale).
A general simulated annealing procedure is outlined below [16]:
Terminology:
X - design vector, E - system energy (i.e. objective function value), T - system temperature, A -
difference in system energy between two design vectors
Simulated annealing algorithm:
1. Choose a random Xi, select the initial system temperature, and specify the cooling (i.e. an-
nealing) schedule
2. Evaluate E(Xi) using a simulation model
3. Perturb Xi to obtain a neighboring Design Vector (X+ 1)
4. Evaluate E(Xi+1) using a simulation model
5. If E(Xi+1 ) < E(Xi), Xi+1 is the new current solution
6. If E(Xi+1 ) > E(Xi), then accept Xi+1 as the new current solution with a probability e-A/T
where A = E(Xi+1 ) - E(Xi).
7. Reduce the system temperature according to the cooling schedule.
8. Terminate the algorithm or iterate 3-7 if termination criteria not met.
The algorithm parameters varied to accommodate the convergence properties of the problem. An
exponential cooling schedule was used at all times with different cooling steps. The most common
scenario employed has a starting temperature of 1000, and cooling step of 1.01 (Ti+1 = Ti/1.01).
The algorithm is terminated either when the energy becomes lower than 10% of the starting energy
or when the temperature reaches a minimum. A lower bound of 10-6 was used in most cases,
though convergence plots showed that a minimum of 10- 3 was often sufficient. Notice that 10% of
the starting energy is practically unachievable, so this condition acts as an ad infinitum, making the
termination criterion entirely a function of the number of iterations.
Two instances of this algorithm have been developed for backward and forward staging with dif-
ferent energy evaluation and perturbation steps. While energy evaluation is almost the same for the
backward and forward principles, the design vector perturbation is a completely distinct procedure.
In Table 2.1 the two are described side-by-side.
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Figure 2-9: Perturbing the design vector from configuration (1) to (2); the goal is to find an optimal
10-station subset of the 25-station array; the second configuration is formed by removing a station
and adding a new one to the original connected subset; this example illustrates that there is only a
limited number of connected subsets of any connected graph
Energy function
Consider a case with m stations for the first stage and n for the second (m < n). The first-stage m
stations are always a subset of the second-stage n, regardless of the construction process. Let P(x, g)
be the performance (uv density) metric for a given array and C(x, y) be the cost (total cable length)
metric. The energy function is computed as E = wiP+w2 C, where 0 < wi, w 2 < 1, wi +w 2 = 1 are
priority weights. To avoid scaling problems, both metrics are normalized by the mean of a randomly
generated population prior to the optimization. The energy function then always assumes a value
around 1.
Perturbing the design vector
Perturbing the design vector requires special attention since it is different for the backward and the
forward path cases. For the first, a subset of an array is perturbed to another (adjacent) subset,
but removing one station and adding another, while making sure that this procedure produces
a connected subset. This means that every time a station if checked for removal, the algorithm
verifies that this removal will not produce a disconnected graph. A subset of this algorithm is the
shortest path graph algorithm discussed in Chapter 1. An example of a perturbation step is given
in Figure 2-9.
In the forward path case adding new stations, involves finding new optimum cabling while keeping
the old links. The general linking problem is discussed in detail in [12], where a solution to the Steiner
problem is implemented to find the optimal linkage for a geometrically fixed network. In order to
add new edges, we wrote a new linkage algorithm using the same principle of clustering linked
stations and connecting the new point to the closest point of the cluster. With every new edge the
adjacency-lengths matrix is updated, so that the new cable length can be computed.
The metrics, uv density and cable length, are calculated from the network information as ex-
plained previously, at each step of the simulated annealing routine. The energy function is a weighted
sum of the two, where the weights attach relative importance to the metrics. Experiments with dif-
ferent weights were performed to explore different geometries and to construct a full Pareto front.
Most of the simulations and analysis are performed with equal weights (w 1 = w2 = 0.5).
Post processing
Post processing and results analysis required the development of additional algorithms to calculate
statistical properties of the graphs like degree distributions, shortest and average path lengths, node
centrality metrics, clustering coefficients. Further programs were written to model node and edge
attacks to estimate robustness. Some of former metrics will be introduced formally alongside with
the analysis, while the robustness models are explain in detail in Chapter 4.
Visualization is another tool which has greatly contributed in understanding the results. Nu-
merous programs have been written to extract the essential from MatLab data file and plot Pareto
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Table 2.1: SA algorithm steps for backward and forward staging techniques
Backward SA Forward SA
1. Start with a GA-optimized n-array and a 1. Start with a GA-optimized m-array and a
m-subset; set initial temperature and cooling n-superset; set initial temperature and cooling
step step
2. Evaluate the energy E(x7, y7?) of the m- 2. Evaluate the energy Ej(2t, yn) of the n-
array array
3. Perturb the m-array by removing and 3. Perturb the n-array by choosing another set
adding a station from the n-array, while keep- of n- m stations complimentary to the base m-
ing the m - array connected array from a randomly-generated larger sample
4. Evaluate the energy E(x 1 , y 1 ) of the 4. Evaluate the energy E(x1', y1) of the
new m-array new n-array
5. If E(x 1, y 1 ) < E(zm, 97) then keep 5. If E(2tn 1, g, 1 ) < E(27, y') then keep
{zi, i+1} as the new solution {x7+1 , yi+1} as the new solution
6. If E(x 1 , y 1 ) > E(x7, y") then keep 6. If E(zt+ 1 ,y9q+1) > E(x7,yg) then keep
{x7,y 1} with probability e-A/T, where {2x+ 1, gn I+} with probability e-A/T, where
A = E(zgi{,y 1 ) - E(7, 9m) A E(2+ 1,y + 1 ) - E(x, gn)
7. Update temperature according to cool- 7. Update temperature according to cool-
ing schedule (cool-step = 1.01): Te, = ing schedule (cool-step = 1.01): Tne
T/1.01,T Tnew T/1.01,T z Tnew
8. If E(scrrent,#cyrrent) < 0.1E(27, yn) or 8. If E(zeurrentYcjurrent) < 0.1E(24 y") or
T < 10-6 then terminate algorithm and save T < 10-6 then terminate algorithm and save
current solution. Otherwise, iterate. current solution. Otherwise, iterate.
fronts, color-code geometries, show configurations, their linkage and corresponding uv density. The
importance of visualization strategies is discussed in the conclusion chapter.
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Chapter 3
Application to Radio Telescope
Arrays
The new generation of telescope arrays requires system design skills and understanding of network
behavior and properties. The network configuration drives the cost and performance of the system
through time, together with its response to failure or changes. Designing for flexibility, robustness
and extensibility takes the multi-objective optimization problem a couple of steps further. In this
chapter, we present telescope array configurations results from designing for extensibility using a
genetic algorithm and simulated annealing.
3.1 Variables Assignment
3.1.1 Design variables
The design vector consists of stations coordinates placed strategically in a circular space with di-
ameter which is proportionate to the size of the array. For 60 stations, the benchmark is 400 km
which comes from LOFAR specifications. This means that for 30 stations, for example, the site di-
ameter will be 200 km and so on. Two sets of experiments were performed, with backward and with
forward staging techniques. Telescope arrays are optimized in three stages, a 27-station first stage,
extended to 60 stations for the second stage and to 99 for the third. The optimization framework is
generalized to accommodate any number of stages, but for array sizes as large as 100, simulations
with reasonable fidelity take on the order of weeks to converge on a single processor. This is why
algorithms testing was performed with smaller number of stations per stage, namely 6, 15 and 24
stations for the three consecutive stages.
3.1.2 Design metrics / objectives
The traditional design objectives, cost and performance, are implemented as total array cable length
and imagining quality (uv density metric), as described in Chapter 2. These two objectives are
conflicting (orthogonal in objective space), since one tends to cluster the stations together (cost)
and the other to spread them out (performance). There are various alternative metrics that exhibit
the same tension. Some of them can be derived from the physics of the telescope array, others
from general graph properties. Usually metrics that couple the physics with the theory are the best
candidates to give insights about the design of the system. Therefore, we claim that the two metrics
chosen cover both domains and are simple enough to compute and analyze.
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3.2 Single-stage Insights by Cohanim [12]
Cohanim performed optimizations for arrays of 27, 60, 100, and 160 stations with various geometric
seeds, anong which VLA-like, circular, triangular, Reuleaux triangular, hybrid and random. He
used a multiobjective genetic algorithm as a tool to search the configuration space for good trade-
off solutions. The solutions display a wide Pareto front showing the trade-off between decreasing
cable length, and thus decreasing cost, and improving array performance. Along the Pareto front
designs range from VLA-like structures to ringlike structures. Nongeometric arrays whose stations
are placed randomly are clearly not Pareto-optimal. For the purposes of verifying convergence of the
Pareto front, both geometric and nongeometric configurations are seeded into the genetic algorithm.
In some cases, the random geometries converge toward regular geometries, but in most cases they
stay behind the Pareto front (entropy prevails).
Some of the major conclusions from the single-stage experiments concern the fitness of vari-
ous geometries. It was found that nadir-utopia solutions can be regular geometries, like Reuleaux
triangles, or they can be derived from regular geometries, like slightly randomized VLA-like for
minimum cable and circular shapes with inward protruding arms for minimum uv density, or they
can be hybrid of different seeds. An interesting result is that as the number of stations increases,
the population evolves away from the Pareto front in objective space. One of the reasons could be
that on fixed-diameter site, the cost of adding more stations does not provide the benefit of better
coverage due to a saturation effect. We remove the saturation problem by scaling the site diameter
with the number of stations. As the design space increases, the nominal grid increases too, therefore
the percentage of unfilled uv points is calculated on a geographically expanded space.
Several further work suggestions have been addressed in this thesis. Not modeled by Cohanim,
phased deployment and on-site reconfiguration have already been planned for projects like the LO-
FAR and may be useful in finding timely answers to scientific questions or in reacting to the data
collected by a first-stage array. Another new aspect is array robustness, which is essential for the
array performance over time. Modeling multiple hubs and redundant links is a way to ensure ro-
bustness at a greater cost, but maybe for greater benefit. The framework established in this thesis
attempts to address these ideas and set the stage for applying its algorithms to other network
problems.
3.3 Two-stage Results, 27 -+ 60 Stations
The two stages on which our optimization scheme is based are a GA step, as modeled previously,
and a built-on stage, optimized with a SA algorithm. Simulation results are available for both
backward and forward staging techniques. In all cases, the SA optimization step is repeated to the
second-stage array to optimize a third stage.
3.3.1 Pareto front advancement
Plotting the initial versus the evolved population in objective space shows the Pareto front advance-
ment. The amount and direction of movement of the Pareto front show the relative effectiveness of
the algorithm. This analysis also shows how constraints reduce the design space in the backward
strategy versus the forward strategy, because improvement depends on the size of the design space.
The more options available, the more likely the existence of lower energy states to be explored by
the algorithm.
The effect of the connectivity constraint in the backward strategy is expressed as a discreteness in
the cable length metric, evident for most small-number-of-stations cases. Figure 3-1 shows discrete
slots for all arrays for a case of 6 stations (left) and 27 stations (right). The less the number of
stations, the less the number of connected subsets of the original array, hence the less the optimizer
can do. Clearly, doing backward SA steps repeatedly pays off only for large telescope arrays, where
the first-stage answer is not a priority.
The forward strategy does not have this drawback, since new stations are constantly relinked
optimally. This is affordable at the optimization phase because these new links do not exist yet.
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1.8 Evolved Pareto front (red), compared to Initial population (black) Evolved Pareto front (red), compared to Initial population (black)
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Figure 3-1: Discrete cable length metric states in first-stage backward; left: random seeds, 6 stations,
right: VLA-like seeds, 27 stations; both cable length and uv density are normalized by the mean of
the initial population; the initial population is plotted with black circles, the optimized (evolved)
population is plotted with red stars; improvement upon the original population can only be detected
for the 27 stations case
This is why all forward Pareto fronts are continuous and show advancement, more pronounced for
large number of stations.
A notable difference between the two strategies is the direction of motion of the Pareto front.
As seen in Figure 3-2 the backward population moves to the left, in direction of decreasing cable
length, without achieving much improvement in coverage. The forward population shifts downward,
in direction of decreasing uv density metric, without much decrease in cost. This means that adding
new infrastructure will always come at a cost, but if done well, will improve performance significantly.
The backward case is a good example of a strategy with no flexibility. Once the stations have been
placed, coverage can never improve significantly, because usually subsets that span the design space
well are not connected and hence are not a valid choice for the algorithm.
More plots of advancing Pareto fronts can be found in Figures A-11 through A-20.
3.3.2 Convergence
Convergence is closely related to the objective optimized for and the initial geometries seeded in
the algorithm. We explore three aspects of convergence: convergence of the energy function and
the two metrics, convergence as a function of geometric seeds and finally differences between the
convergence of the backward and the forward techniques.
The cable length metric experiences much more variation from the population mean than the
uv density metric because it is more sensitive to perturbations in the design vector. The rotational
symmetry of the uv density results in a lot of different geometries having the same or similar
coverage, and therefore not varying greatly. As a consequence, low energy states can be obtained by
better exploiting linkage rather than coverage (the energy function is a sum of the two metrics). As
observed for all cases, if the cable length converges, the total energy converges to a stable value also.
In most cases where the energy converges, the uv density also reaches a lower stable value, except
in the case of VLA-like geometries. Since these designs are highly minimized for cable length, the
overall energy low state is found at the expense of a higher uv density metric. This is illustrated on
Figure 3-3 where the nadir point convergence history for VLA-like seeded designs is shown. Both
energy and metrics converge to a stable point, but the uv density increases, while the cable length
metric compensates for the energy to decrease. To summarize, the cable length metric is the driving
factor for energy convergence, which in itself depends on the connectivity and flexibility of the array.
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Figure 3-2: Evolving Pareto fronts, triangular seeds; top left: backward 2 ,d stage, 60 stations; top
right: backward 1st stage, 27 stations; bottom left: forward 2 nd stage, 60 stations; bottom right:
forward 3 rd stage, 99 stations; original populations are shown with black circles, the optimized arrays
are shown with red stars
The uv density metric is more geometry-dependent and harder to converge.
An unexpected result is that convergence is also a function of the geometry of the array. Of the
ones tested, circular, random and Reuleaux triangular always converge, whereas triangular and VLA-
like do not, as seen in Figure 3-4, (especially for small arrays obtained with the backward staging
strategy). Due to the smaller design space and connectivity constraint, the backward strategy
exhibits poorer convergence in most cases. Improvement is sought upon a fixed infrastructure, with
a rigid geometric base. If the relative position of stations is fixed beforehand, not much can be done
to improve coverage. The algorithm usually then finds the least costly configuration. The forward
staging technique provides more design freedom. The design space consists of randomly generated
stations strewn around the design space in addition to the previously optimized "legacy" stations.
The randomness allows a break from the regular geometries' tendency to be better optimized for one
metric. Thus forward staging innately contains the option to improve both metrics and augment
the baseline configuration, as opposed to be constrained by it.
3.3.3 Multiobjective Optimization Techniques Discussion
At the beginning of this study, three algorithms were tested for fitness for this problem. A gradient-
based technique, a simulated annealing toolbox and a custom-written SA were compared against
a randomly generated population of designs to access their relative performance. These tests were
executed for both forward and backward cases with different number of stations and different num-
ber of generations and convergence criteria. It was quickly established that the gradient approach
makes no improvement in the population fitness. As expected, gradient techniques get trapped in
local minima which in a highly-nonlinear design space with rugged peaks cannot reach any sensible
results. Of the two simulated annealing algorithms, the custom-written performs better, conceivably
because it is better tuned to the problem at hand. All in-depth studies were performed using this
simulated annealing algorithm.
For each staging principle, backward and forward, five test cases were run, with five different seed
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Figure 3-3: Energy and metrics convergence for a third-step forward SA with VLA-like seeds; the
first plot shows energy convergence, the second shows convergence of the uv density function, the
third shows the cable length metric convergence
Table 3.1: Table of Computational Times [min]: Backward Path, 6-15-24 number of stations
Stages Cir VLA Reu Tri Ran
SA1 23.2 min 78.4 min 81.0 min 89.9 min 79.8 min
SA2 77.9 min 143.8 min 148.8 min 155.7 min 153.4 min
GA3 11.6 min 11.2 min 11.2 min 11.0 min 11.8 min
Total 1.88 hrs 3.89 hrs 4.02 hrs 4.28 hrs 4.08 hrs
geometries: random, triangular, circular, VLA-like and Reuleaux triangle. Each set of five cases was
ran with a different set of number of stations and simulated annealing parameters. In this chapter
we discuss low-number-of-stations cases with 6, 15 and 24 stations and high-number-of-stations cases
with 27, 60 and 99 stations. Depending on the size of the problem, the convergence criteria were
varied to match computational resources. Tables 3.1, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.2 include computation times
for backward and forward techniques for different number of stations per stage. In general, lower
number of stations per stage reduce greatly the computation time.
Another general trend is that backward staging takes generally less time than forward. The
reason is that simulated annealing is the more time-consuming algorithm for this problem compared
to the first-stage GA. The backward GA is slower than the forward GA since in the backward
path, the GA optimizes the last stage (greatest number of stages), while for the forward, the GA
optimizes the smallest number of stations (first-stage). The simulated annealing step, on the other
hand, (which is more time-consuming per iteration), handles much larger sets of arrays in the forward
path and outweighs the shorter GA.
For low numbers of stations, the backward strategy is actually slower, primarily because of its
DOE algorithm B.3 which is considerably harder than the forward DOE B.4. Computing connected
subsets is very slow because iterations over all the nodes and their neighboring nodes are needed.
So, for smaller arrays, the DOE computation time compensates for the smaller design space of the
backward strategy and makes it relatively slower than the forward.
3.3.4 Non-dominated geometries (27 -> 60)
An intriguing question is what Pareto-front configurations look like. In various mathematical prob-
lems, regular geometries provide the optimal solution, and this is why it is interesting to ask the
same question about optimal networks. First of all, are the Pareto designs represented by regular
geometries? Secondly, we ask the question of where different regular geometries are placed along
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Figure 3-4: Nadir point history convergence for the backward strategy with 60 stations, for six
geometries, from left to right, top to bottom: circular, Reuleaux triangular, random, log spiral,
triangular and VLA-like; each plot shows the energy metric, the uv density and the cable length
convergence from top to bottom; all geometries except for triangular and VLA-like exhibit good
convergence history
Table 3.2 Table of Computational Times: Forward Path, 6-15-24 number o
Stages Cir VLA Reu Tri Ran
GA1 0.93 min 1.19 min 1.65 min 1.01 min 1.69 min
SA2 38.8 min 34.8 min 33.5 min 39.9 min 37.2 min
SA3 88.1 min 98.4 min 90.5 min 89.4 min 88.2 min
Total 2.13 hrs 2.24 hrs 2.09 hrs 2.17 hrs 2.12 hrs
f stations
the Pareto front, since some might be optimized for a particular objective. For example, we expect
to find circular designs to have the best coverage, that is best uv metric. And finally, an important
question is whether the evolution of randomly seeded geometries results in a regular pattern.
In this section, we will show that the answers to these questions are different when obtained
with backward and forward staging techniques, where not only some solutions are favored by one
algorithm and not the other, but also new geometries emerge.
By non-dominated geometries we mean the geometries that represent the best trade-off between
two metrics, where we choose the two metrics to be any representation of cost and performance for
a set of stages. For a single-stage array the metrics are simply the cable length and uv density.
For a Pareto front based on two stages, the two metrics from both stages are combined in a linear
fashion and their combinations subjected to a Pareto filter. For all results in this section, a linear
equally-weighted combination of uv density and cable length are used. After comparing the results
from different stages, it turned out that in a three-stage optimization for example, there is a lot in
common between the Pareto designs based on first-second stage and second-third. Here, we only
present the results based on first and second-stage.
Backward staging tends to produce strictly regular geometries because it is based on GA-
optimized highly regular designs. A good example is the 60-station case reduced from first stage
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Backward Path, 27-60-99 number of stations
Stages Cir VLA Reu Tri Ran
SA1 52.1 min 52.1 min 52 min 51.8 min 54.3 min
SA2 4.8 hrs 4.5 hrs 4.5 hrs 4.5 hrs 5.4 hrs
GA3 43.8 min 43.8 min 42.1 min 43.5 min 135.6 min
Total 6.4 hrs 6.04 hrs 6.07 hrs 6.12 hrs 8.55 hrs
Table 3.4: Table of ComDutational Times: Forward Path 27-60-99 number of stations
Stages Cir VLA Reu Tri Ran
GA1 3.2 min 3.4 min 3.2 min 3.3 min 3.5 min
SA2 6.17 hrs 6.03 hrs 6.24 hrs 6.10 hrs 6.34 hrs
SA3 21.6 hrs 20.96 hrs 21.91 hrs 21.4 hrs 22.0 hrs
Total 27.8 hrs 27.05 hrs 28.2 hrs 27.6 hrs 28.4 hrs
99 for circular and Reuleaux triangular seeds shown in Figure 3-5. This also explains the lack of
r(N
Figure 3-5: Non-dominated geometries; backward strategy; 60 stations, circular seeds (left) and
Reuleaux triangular seeds (right); the blue segments indicate the selected optimal 27-station first-
stage subset
significant improvement (convergence) of designs. Starting from a nearly optimal condition, a reduc-
tionist approach moves away from the global optimum, especially in coverage. Cable length changes
are also constrained because the geometry is fixed. Thus the performance of the backward strategy
degrades as the stage number decreases.
In the forward case, the regular geometry is less prevalent. The base configuration is used as
a building block for protruding branches that increase coverage with minimal possible length span.
As seen in Figure 3-6, for spread out configurations like circular shapes and Reuleaux triangles,
relatively short protruding branches extend inward, whereas for more compact geometries like the
VLA-like, the extending branches radiate out to fill up uv space.
Random-seeded array geometry evolution reveals the nature of the different optimization prin-
ciples. As designs move closer to the Pareto front, random geometries assume regular patterns
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Table 3.3: Table of Computational Times:
Figure 3-6: Non-dominated geometries; forward strategy; 60 stations; circular seeds top, Reuleaux
triangular seeds middle and VLA-like bottom; the red circles indicate the second-stage additions to
the blue "legacy" arrays
though never fully. A good question is whether an absolute optimum geometry can have a non-
regular configuration, semi-regular or has to be geometrically perfect. A complete answer can only
be given after extensive simulation which might suggest a theoretical argument. Our results suggest
that backward and forward staging provide very different answers. Figure 3-7 shows random seeds
evolved to Pareto geometries for backward (left) and forward (right) strategies. It is evident that the
Figure 3-7: Non-dominated geometries with random seeds, left: backward strategy, right: forward;
the blue indicates the selected optimal 27-station first stage; backward strategy geometries resemble
incomplete circles, while forward-obtained arrays approach a log spiral geometry
backward geometries converge to incomplete circles, while the forward results reveal a new shape -
spiral arms reaching out in a VLA-like manner. An cartoon representation is given in Figure 3-8.
This new semi-regular shape resembles a hybrid of a VLA-like and circular geometries. While mini-
mizing the cable spread, by curving the arms of the VLA, the optimizer improves the coverage. This
result provoked interest in log spiral geometries which have been proposed previously for telescope
arrays [14]. Simulation experiments were performed for both backward and forward strategy only
to confirm that log spiral seeds move in objective space in a similar manner to random geometries,
for both backward and forward strategies. Figure 3-9 shows how the non-dominated geometries of
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log spiral seeded population look very much like the random results. Our preliminary results also
show that log spirals do not supersede the rest of the tested regular geometries and are not Pareto
optimal most of the time. This is further discussed below in the comparison between different seeds
in objective space.
Figure 3-8: Cartoon representation of the non-dominated random seeded forward geometries' re-
semblance to log spirals
Another interesting question is where the different geometries reside on the Pareto front. Our
results confirm Cohanim's investigation [12] which shows that circular geometries are best optimized
for the uv metric, VLA-like for the cable metric, so they assume the two corners of the Pareto front
and Reuleaux triangular shapes occupy the middle part. Random and log spiral geometries often
remain sub-optimal. An example is given in Figure 3-10 which shows second-stage results of Pareto
fronts for different geometries (circular seeds are plotted with circles, VLA-like with pluses, Reuleaux
triangular with diamonds, triangular with triangles, random with crosses and log spirals with stars).
On the left plot, circular seeds are the designs with the smallest uv metric. The VLA-like (top, left)
have the best cable length metric, Reuleaux triangular are a good compromise between the two,
while random, triangular and log-spiral are consistently behind the Pareto front. This behavior is
similar in the forward strategy plot on Figure 3-10 (right).
All non-dominated geometries, for all geometric seeds, for both backward and forward approaches
with different number of stations are presented in Section A.3.
3.4 Backward Versus Forward Staging Principles
The key difference in the two staging techniques is the direction of optimization in time. The
forward technique starts with a GA-optimal design and augments it using an optimizer to construct
the following stages. The backward technique is based on optimality in the future, not the present,
and starts with a GA-optimal design (envisioned with today's metrics (goals)) and reduces it using
the same optimizer as the forward strategy to deduce the previous stage. Both techniques address the
question of staged deployment, but have diametrically opposite optimality priorities. The question
addressed in this section is which principle, if any, produces better results, and under what conditions.
* Backward focuses on optimality in the future, and makes the best of the present based on its
future vision. Forward focuses on optimality in the present and builds upon it to create future
designs. As designed, backward is more deterministic, while forward features more flexibility
with its greater degree of randomness. An example of the superiority of backward in the last
stage is provided by Figure ?? (right).
" Backward works with a static predetermined geometry, and hence produces results which
are reduced versions of Pareto-optimal designs. This makes the backward strategy almost
predictable. Forward chooses new designs from a randomly generated set in the design space,
thus providing the opportunity for the emergence of new geometries. To claim that results
converge to regular patterns in high stages in the forward strategy, a lot of experiments need
to be made and analyzed statistically. Thus the forward strategy is much less predictable
than the backward approach, though certain behavior can be deduced from the goals of the
optimizer.
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Figure 3-9: All non-dominated log spiral geometries; backward (top 5) and forward (rest); this figure
shows that non-dominated log spirals for both backward and forward strategy resemble the random
non-dominated seeds
" Even with similar design space sizes, backward and forward do not show the same convergence
and Pareto front advancement. All cases reach stable solution points in the forward case: all
geometries, all stages for all numbers of stations. In the backward case, not all non-dominated
geometries show consistent convergence history, but instead stable oscillations between few
discrete energy states. The primary reason for this is that the backward design space is
more constrained, the stations' positions and their connectivity are fixed from the beginning.
Therefore, the optimal subset of an initial bigger array can neither have a radically different
geometry, nor connectivity. Among all the subsets, especially for regular geometries, there is a
lot of similarity. This is why the convergence histories show few energy states that the system
oscillates between. In the case of forward, there are many more degrees of freedom. First,
new station positions are allowed, and with them renewed connectivity. It turns out that
any amount of recabling (creating new links, and ignoring the old infrastructure) provides
more flexibility in the design. Complete recabling (also in the case of backward) has not been
considered in this analysis because it is believed to be very costly. In a strictly mathematical
framework, though, recabling will definitely improve the performance of the backward strategy.
" Per stage comparison confirms that backward and forward are best for different stages, but
also reveals consistent patterns in their relative performance. The first-stage results for back-
ward and forward (27 stations) are compared in Figure 3-11 (left). The first-stage forward is
optimized with a GA algorithm, which results in a balanced set of designs with satisfactory
performance and best possible cable lengths for that performance. The backward results for
27 stations are a second-time SA optimization of optimum 99-station designs. They are nat-
urally low-cost (lowest cable length), but because of the reductionist philosophy of backward,
they also have poor performance. The second stage comparison, given for VLA-like seeds in
Figure 3-11 (middle), invokes similar conclusions, though the differences are not as striking as
in the first-stage case. This is the passing (intermediate) stage between the domination stages
for each strategy. Another viewpoint of the per stage comparison is an assessment of the best
each strategy can do at every stage. Results are shown in Figure 3-12. At its best, the forward
strategy is always more costly (Figure 3-12 right), but it outperforms the backward strategy
in the first-stage (Figure 3-12 middle).
In summary, the forward is always the more expensive approach and the better performer,
except in the case of third stage, where the backward strategy is the winner in both objectives.
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Figure 3-11: Backward versus forward comparison per stage; left: first stage, 27 stations with random
seeds, middle: second stage, 60 stations with VLA-like seeds, right: third stage, 99 stations with
circular seeds
* The results presented in this chapter show that there are many more fundamental differences
between the two staging principles chosen than believed at first. They turned out to be
completely different approaches at tackling the same problem, with different convergence times
and distinct results. Our hypothesis that the backward strategy will always be better overall
has clearly been disproved. The superiority of backward in the third stage, cannot outweigh
its poor performance in the early stages. The lesson learned is that backward is the strategy
to follow only if the goal is to construct intermediate steps or building blocks to reach a
final vital goal. In an uncertain environment, with a lot of intermediate goals, and desired
sustained system performance at all times, forward is the strategy to take. Forward not only
allows adaptation to changing requirements, like budget or policy constraints, but it also allows
attaching priorities to different stages.
3.5 Upfront Penalty of Scalability in Stage 1
Scalability saves infrastructure cost, reconfiguration time, and as this thesis claims provides the
overall best pathway to staged design. However, like built-in functionality or flexibility, extensibility
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uv density metric (middle) and minimum cable length (right); evidently forward staging always costs
more than backward staging, but in tpems of coverage the two methods are superior in different stages
comes with an upfront cost. Minimizing this upfront investment is part of the design procedure,
and for most problems it cannot be eliminated, especially using the same design techniques, current
technological knowledge, and no insider's knowledge of the future. For telescope arrays, the penalty
concept is simple. If the array is to be designed to near-optimality in the future, then it cannot
be fully optimal now. Any addition to and extension of its configuration will then produce a less
optimal design. Following this intuition, others have also claimed before [4] that Pareto optimality
cannot be achieved on the same design path, for all design stages. According to [4], the optimal
staged path, follows closely the Pareto front, never completely approaching it.
To test the above assumptions, here we look at the best (nadir-best) results achieved by both
backward and forward simulated annealing techniques and compare those, for each stage, with the
benchmark GA algorithm. Table 3.5 contains the metrics (or coordinates) of nadir points for all
stages, for both backward and forward. The GA equivalent result is given in the last column. For
each stage and principle, the nadir-point design is given by the pair (uv density, cable length) and
the seeded geometry of that particular design is shown by the index. Starting with the stage 3 results
for 99 stations, we find no surprises. The backward 3 rd stage, which is a GA routine outperforms
the forward, since it is a single-point design, dedicated to 99 stations. It has about half the cable
length than forward and about 40% better coverage. In the second stage, for 60 stations, both back-
ward and forward excel in one metric only. Forward has better coverage (smaller uv density), but
twice the cable length. A winner cannot be singled out without further considerations or changing
the weight on the metrics. The GA results for the second stage outperform both the backward
and forward SA algorithms. The first stage results are slightly different from the expected. Since
Table 3.5: Table of best designs' coordinates (uv density, cable length) per stage; index indicates
geometry; a GA single-stage optimization result is provided for benchmarking
Stage Backward Forward GA
1 " - 27 stations (0.9772, 2 35 .8)vLA (0.3248, 1545.6)REU (0.3248, 154 5.6)REU
2 nd - 60 stations (0.5667, 104 5)REU (0.4508, 2626.4 )REU (0.3472, 1015.8)REU
3 rd - 99 stations (0.3705, 1733.2)REU (0.5230, 3339.1)TRI (0.3705, 1733.2)REU
forward uses a GA algorithm to optimize this stage, it is expected that it will outperform backward
on both metrics. Due to the nature of the backward algorithm though, most designs degrade very
heavily in coverage for the benefit of having very low cable length. This makes the cable length of
backward for 27 stations about 6 times smaller than that of forward. From a scientific point of view
though, a uv density higher than 0.9 cannot be acceptable. To meet scientific objectives, we cannot
accept the backward first stage as a good design. As mentioned earlier, recabling is a method that
can improve the outlook of backward designs in the first and second stage. This means that when
subset configurations of stations are considered for optimization, their connectivity is overlooked,
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but instead, they are linked anew in an optimal (minimum spanning tree) manner.
Our arguments indicate that penalties for staging must be paid sooner or later in the design
process. If designing for an optimal future stage, one has to allow non-optimality in the prior
designs to allow for the restructuring and reconfiguration to lead to better results. Extensible in
this context means allowing changes to improve the design. This will involve including features that
do not necessarily benefit the present configuration or might not even be needed. On the other
hand, if designing with an optimal start, one has to always deal with the rigid infrastructure laid
down at the beginning. Extensions and additions to an already optimal design usually decrease its
optimality. As seen, designing forward might well target performance and deliver satisfactorily, but
it inevitably leads to increasing cost and limited asymptotic performance. Designing backward will
most likely turn out to be cheaper, but not necessarily satisfy the value objectives of the endeavor,
particularly during early stages.
3.6 Lifecycle Benefits of Staging Optimization
This section focuses on the long-term benefits of staging. Redesigning large engineering systems
during their lifetime is a complicated process which involves partial or substantial replacement,
extension of existing parts, reconfiguration and adaptation. All of these processes may be possible,
difficult or inconceivable depending on the state of the system and the conditions it has to operate
under. We claim that making scalability and evolution part of the design process, makes not only
operation easier and performance better, but also reduces overall cost.
In traditional design a system is designed with little flexibility to accommodate changes in con-
figuration and functionality. The systems that survived time were either those simple and elegant
enough to never lose functionality and need replacement, or those that discovered new functions and
adapted quickly. Despite the upfront penalty, designing systems to adapt can not only increase their
lifetime, but also benefit greatly the user. In the context of telescope arrays, a complete replacement
and re-design of the system means that for every new set of stations, the array is optimized anew,
with new physical locations and new links. This can be extremely expensive, given the cost and
availability of digital optical fibre. Some websites list digital optical fibre for home appliances at
around $50 per meter [17]. This quickly amounts to 50000 USD for a kilometer and 150 million
USD for 3000 km, a distance envisioned to connect some of the ground-based telescopes in Europe.
This case is a good example where staged deployment and scalability should be inherent to the
initial design. To address this question, we looked at the best designs based on two and three stages
(combined metrics) together with the single-stage winner. Table 3.6 complements the numbers
presented in Table 3.5 by showing the nadir-point solutions when the metrics of two (1, 2), (2, 3) or
all three stages are combined linearly with equal weights. Clearly, those are different from the single-
stage winners, which confirms the fact that best design paths do not necessarily lie on the Pareto
front. In terms of geometries, the Reuleaux triangular shapes are usually among the nadir-points,
however sometimes another geometry fares better through design space, like triangles. Circular or
VLA-like patters consistently populate the anchor parts of the objectives space. Figure 3-13 shows
Table 3.6: Table of best second-stage (60 stations) designs' coordinates (uv density, cable length)
based on combining the objective of two (or three) stages; index indicates geometry
Stages Backward Forward
1, 2 - 60 stations (0.8831, 564.1)VLA (0.4508, 2626.4)REU
2, 3 - 60 stations (0.5912, 1025.3)REU (0.5302, 2410.3)TRI
1, 2, 3 - 60 stations (0.6186, 9 7 1.8 )REU (0.4619, 2668.8)REU
the entire populations with their (darker) Pareto fronts for stages with 27, 60 and 99 stations. On
both plots, the grey population corresponds to first stage, the blue to second and the green to third.
Nadir points for each population are plotted in yellow. For example, in the backward plot, the
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Figure 3-13: Best design paths across three stages; left: backward, right: forward; first stage (27
stations) shown in grey, second stage (60 stations), shown in blue and third stage (99 stations) in
green; the nadir-utopia point for each population is marked with yellow; the best design paths are
shown with diamonds connected with dotted lines
third stage solution starts out as excellent performance (0.3 - 0.4), low cost (1500 - 2000 km for 99
stations), then evolves to a good performance (0.4-0.5) and reasonable cost (1000 - 1100 km for 60
stations) solution, to finally end at an extremely bad performance and extremely low cost solution
in the first stage. The backward Pareto plots and nadir-points in Figure 3-13 (left) show that with
the backward progressive optimization, starting with a GA routine and then two consecutive SA
algorithms, the array cost does not vary much, but remains low. The uv density slope on the other
hand is very steep, to show that performance decreases drastically as stations are removed. This is
a direct consequence of keeping the linking (connectivity) of the array and thus keeping cost low.
Due to inevitable trade-off, the performance plummets down.
In the forward staging plot on Figure 3-13 (right) the populations evolve more uniformly with
both metrics increasing at every stage. Each consecutive nadir point (in yellow) has increased uv
density metric and increased cost. Since the first stage in forward is GA-optimized and considered
the most optimal, it is clear that with every new SA-optimization, the algorithm never reaches the
performance of the initial array. On the other hand, forward never shows plummeting coverage
either. The third-stage nadir point still has a uv metric around 0.55 - 0.6 which is still better than
the second-stage backward best point.
Regardless of the position of the nadir points across designs, they do not represent the time
evolution of the same array. Choosing the nadir points to build at each stage can turn out to be
prohibitively expensive due to reconfiguration and relinking, as discussed above. Instead, we look
at the best design paths, by using the linear combination of metrics for the three stages to choose
the nadir-point. These arrays in the populations are marked with diamond shapes in Figure 3-13
and connected with dotted lines to show the design paths. It is interesting to see that sometimes
these points are very close to the nadir-points of the population, and even could coincide with
them, as in the case of backward, third stage, but they can never overlap completely. The other
interesting observation is that the best design points usually are on the Pareto front for their own
stage, even though they do not coincide with the nadir-point. For the designer this means that even
for configurations where the best metrics are not selected, the best trade-off is.
The best design path solutions, for both backward and forward are shown in Figure 3-14.
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Chapter 4
Network Robustness
The study of systems has changed drastically in the past hundred years. Fundamental sciences,
both theoretically and experimentally have mastered the structural and functional understanding of
system components by method of elements breakdown. Traditional engineering design has followed
a similar single-entity focused philosophy. Systematic catalogues of physical and abstract properties
have been created of organisms, natural phenomena; point design methods and refined frameworks
have been created to solve well-posed specific problems. However, recent advances in complex net-
work theory have demonstrated that large databases of collected knowledge about systems are not
enough to understand their structure and functionality. A key challenge nowadays is to understand
the complex web of interactions, which not only define network structure, but also determine func-
tionality. Often elements with distinct individual functions are combined together to perform a
completely different task.
Various network models have been proposed, all suitable for different classes of networks. As
global interconnectivity rises, in most domains of life, it becomes more and more crucial to under-
stand the topology and constituency of the relations governing our life, from social networking to
the metabolic pathways in the cell. Transportation and financial network growth, for example, has
improved life quality on a global level. Unfortunately, this rising connectivity has an inherent vul-
nerability. The loophole is that destroying the entire system can be aimed at single, well-connected
or crucially connected units. Evidence of this is rampant throughout biology, as evolution explores
niches with different species. Some examples are disease spreading through social, or environmental,
or physical networks; virus exploring vital reactions and affecting vital compounds thus disabling
normal processes in organisms. Designing or repairing systems in an uncertain and variable envi-
ronment requires understanding the underlying network properties that determine the response of
the network functionality to disturbances of its constituent parts.
This chapter defines several generic network properties and models, employed to study various
natural and artificial networks and considers the problem of designing large telescope arrays for
robustness versus performance and cost.
4.1 Some Background, Random versus Deliberate Attacks
The studies on robustness and network growth have become very popular in the past decade, mainly
because of the increasing availability of large datasets of complex interacting systems, like the Inter-
net or the genomes of various species. It has been claimed [18] that a lot of large complex systems
show organic-like growth and exhibit a lot of emergent phenomena, that is empirical discoveries that
are surprisingly derived from experiments, but cannot be deduced by simple modeling of the actual
system. Log spiral geometries are an example of independently discovered regular geometries for the
telescope arrays, result of many simulations, that have in fact been considered in other studies [14].
It is not mathematically clear why random seeds evolve to organize themselves as log spirals. Such
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discoveries have lead to extensive studies in understanding natural systems network behavior [19] to
look for rigorous mathematical models, emergent behavior and how new functionality appears with
the goal to "reverse engineer" manmade systems. The primary goal behind this endeavor is to hope
for an insight from nature about designing well-performing, yet resilient systems.
Following the "reverse engineering" philosophy, in this chapter, we take general network models
and defined metrics and attempt to redesign telescope arrays for robustness while keeping track of
traditional engineering design goals.
4.1.1 Robustness Metric
In general terms, robustness is defined as the system's ability to respond to changes in the external
conditions or internal organization while maintaining relatively normal behavior. Topological robust-
ness refers to the fact that disabling a substantial number of network nodes results in inevitable
functional disintegration. Small disturbances can also be detrimental if targeted well. For example,
if an airline hub airport is suddenly closed due to a blizzard, most of the airline's flights will not
be able to follow their normal itinerary, will not be able to fly at all, or will have to be rerouted.
Functional and dynamical robustness reflects changes in the network dynamics and inherent func-
tions due to environmental or internal disturbances. In the airline example, this corresponds to the
inability of the airline to transport passengers, or serve certain destinations. Loss in function can
result in loss of market share and thus revenue (or profit, or both) loss. This is why understanding
network class types and their relative robustness is essential to designing networks and preventing
failure.
There are examples of incredibly resilient networks (Internet) which still form connected compo-
nents and perform vital functions, even if a significant portion of their nodes are removed. Scale-free
networks exhibit this behavior, even when 80% their nodes are removed, the remaining 20% still
form a connected component with a path linking every node to every other node. Evidence shows
[19] that in S.cerevisiae (yeast) only proteins with more than 15 interactions are essential. This
means that connectivity has an important role in the deletion phenotype.
First, we concentrate on topological robustness. Functional robustness, as applied to telescope
arrays, is obtained by the same method. We look at disturbances caused by two types of failure
- node or edge removal (malfunction). The structural (topological) robustness is defined as the
percentage of nodes still connected to the hub (via some path) after the removal, where the hub is
defined as the highest-degree (most connected) node. A node is connected to the hub if its shortest
path to the hub is not infinite. The shortest path algorithm is described in section 1.3.2. Figure 4-1
show how the robustness metric is calculated. Notice that such a metric can be calculated once, for
a randomly hit node (or group of nodes) of the graph or averaged across the whole network. The
average robustness metric is the average of the metrics computed by knocking out systematically all
nodes (and/or edges) of the graph.
Even from a simple scenario as described in Figure 4-1 it can be seen that there is a significant
difference between random and deliberate attacks. Depending on the network topology, a random
attack can be mostly harmless. For scale-free or hierarchical networks, the majority of the nodes have
a low-degree, hence are connected to very few other nodes. A random hit most likely will remove a
single end-node which will not affect the flow through the network much and will not result in loss of
too much information. The case might be different for random networks, but those are not met too
often in biology, social sciences or engineering. A deliberate attack on the other hand, is likely to
target a hub, and hubs are usually easily detected even in a non-explicit network because all roads
lead to them. Clearly, it is advisable to design networks with a multi-hub architecture, especially if
they affect many entities (transportation, financial, social networks). An example of a highly robust,
multi-hub, hierarchical network is the Internet. The goal of this chapter is to establish whether any
of the above recommendations can improve telescope arrays robustness and whether robustness is
an opposing objective to cost and performance.
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Figure 4-1: Robustness metric calculation method; 1) hub - the most connected node; 2) knocking
out the hub, 0 stations connected to the hub, robustness metric is 0; 3) knocking out a highly-
connected node, 6 out of 10 stations connected to the hub, robustness metric 0.6; 3) knocking out a
low-degree node; 9 out of 10 stations still connected to the hub, robustness metric 0.9
4.2 Post-processing, telescope array robustness (theoretical
framework)
For the telescope arrays design evaluation, the robustness metric is defined as explained in Figure 4-
1. For each array, a node and a vertex robustness are calculated separately and then combined in
an equally weighted sum to calculate the total robustness. The node robustness metric calculation
involves removing a given node from the network and then counting the fraction of nodes still
functional and connected to the hub (the hub is defined as the most highly connected node and
might vary from array to array). The edge robustness metric is calculated with an equivalent
operation, where edges are removed, instead of nodes. Certainly, the higher the fraction of surviving
stations, the bigger the size of the remaining connected component, the more robust the array is to
a single node-edge failure. Thus the higher the robustness metric, the more resilient the network
is. For all results presented in following sections, the average robustness metric was used, which is
an average of the fractions of stations remaining connected to the hub when all nodes are removed
consecutively. Averaging the single-node robustness metric removes the randomness of the attack
and provides a better comparison measure between different arrays.
This robustness metric, based on node and edge failure is a strictly topological measure. It is a
function of connectivity only, not of geometry, and so differentiates between robust and non-robust
linkage.
Functional (or dynamic) robustness refers to estimating the loss of function (coverage for the
telescopes) due to node-edge failure. This type of robustness does reflect the geometry of the
array, and so differentiates between robust and non-robust configurations. It is calculated by first
computing the uv density of the complete array, then the uv density of the reduced array to obtain
the percentage of lost functionality. Depending on the spread of the configuration, attacks might
affect its performance differently. Dynamic and topological robustness are not independent metrics,
since both are affected by connectivity. If a station is not connected, but still operating, due to edge
failure, its information will not reach the hub anyway. Therefore, functional robustness accounts for
both the geometry and the connectivity of the array.
As defined, both topological robustness and dynamic robustness are a number between 0 and 1,
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where 0 stands for minimal robustness and 1 is the maximum.
4.3 Results for the telescope array case
4.3.1 Topological robustness
Topological robustness has been evaluated for backward and forward populations for different stages.
In general, the average topological robustness for all arrays is in the range 0.6-0.8. An optimal value
(~ 1) is never reached because all configurations designed in this study are minimal spanning trees,
which means that there is a unique path connecting every pair of vertices. Therefore, once a station
or a link is removed, all of the nodes connected to it (opposite from its path to the hub) are lost. In
general graphs this doesn't have to be the case, because there may be multiple ways to get around.
Thus we note that Steiner graphs are not among the most structurally robust graphs in general.
In the family of minimal spanning trees, certain expectations related to geometry also exist.
Starlike geometries, where most stations are directly connected to the hub, experience minimal loss
because on average, a single hit disables only one station. VLA-like configurations should be less
robust because stations lie on long arms stretching out of the hubs, and depend on many other sta-
tions for connectivity. All closed geometries, like closed circles, Reuleaux triangles and triangles will
not be affected at all from a single hit: on a circle, for example, removing a single node still results
in a connected array. On the other hand, the linear connectivity of closed shapes, does not favor
multiple attacks which can disintegrate the array structure completely. Some of these arguments do
appear explicitly in the results.
Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 show the robustness metric estimated for second-stage backward and
a second-stage forward with 60 stations. On a plot of uv density versus cable length, robustness is
color-coded, with light signifying more robust, and dark less robust design. Notice that this is not
the absolute topological robustness plotted (a number between 0 and 1) but a relative robustness
that allows to intensify the contrasts inside each population. The absolute robustness metric covers
a smaller interval (0.6-0.8), therefore for plotting clarity this interval was mapped to [0 1] in order
to create more contrast between more and less robust designs.
The dark and light patterns seen in Figure 4-2 correspond to different geometries. Figure 4-4,
which shows the Pareto fronts of different geometries for the backward second stage, serves to map
the different geometries to the robustness patterns. The dark low-robust patch in the center of
Figure 4-2 corresponds to the blue Pareto front of circles on Figure 4-4. Using this color mapping,
we establish that random configurations are relatively the most robust of all, with some really good
designs (white squares) away from the Pareto front. VLA-like geometries (top left corner of Figure 4-
2) also perform well, as expected, followed by Reuleaux triangles, triangles and down to the least
robust circles. An almost identical pattern is detected on Figure 4-3. Least robust are circles (in
the lower right corner), followed by Reuleaux triangles and triangles (in the middle of the Pareto
front). Random geometries (entirely behind the Pareto front) and VLA-like configurations are the
most robust.
4.3.2 Dynamical robustness
To reiterate, dynamical robustness is a function of both geometry and connectivity. As a result,
the different topologies do not have the same rank in functional robustness as in structural. Circles
look better, especially with protruding arms as in the evolved forward SA higher stages. In general,
designs that start out as better performers, remain high in rank. Also, as seen on Figure 4-5 which
shows results for a first stage with 27 stations, there are much wider gaps in dynamic robustness
among the same population than in structural. Since dynamic robustness is dependent on both
stations locations and their connectivity, this metric is more sensitive to single-node or single-edge
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Figure 4-2: Topological robustness metric indicated by color scale for each design point in objectives
space (lighter is more robust), second-stage backward strategy, all geometries, 60 stations
attacks, and hence it differentiates designs more severely.
Random-seeded configurations win in both techniques, backward and forward. To summarize, the
robustness metric proves to be entirely dependent on the array topology. The same conclusions about
robust versus non-robust geometries can be extracted from both backward and forward strategies
results. Also, at the population level, forward obtains better robustness results, in both the structural
and functional case, evident by the lighter more uniform patterns on Figures 4-2, 4-3 and 4-5.
4.3.3 Small worlds and hierarchical networks
The difference between the fitness of certain geometries can be explained using network theory. In
Chapter 1 we outlined three network models developed to understand real networks: hub-centered,
hub-and-spoke and a uniform-degree, where no nodes can be distinguished as hubs. According to
Barabasi's [21] [20] small-world model, the hub-centered, from hub-and-spoke to hierarchical networks
are much more robust than uniform-degree and random graphs. Their major claims come down
to a simple probability-based observation, already discussed in Section 4.1.1. Scale-free nets are
characterized by an exponential degree distribution which means that the majority of nodes have
low degree (are connected to very few other nodes). A random attack will likely hit a low-degree
node and not cause much structural or functional damage. In uniform or decentralized networks, all
attacks present an equal threat, which makes these networks less robust. To verify the small-world
model, we plot the degree distributions of the most robust array and the least robust array from
the forward second-stage population, with 60 stations. Figure 4-6 shows the degree distributions.
The most robust design, which happens to have random seeds has an expressed exponential degree
distribution verifying its scale-free nature. The least robust design has a majority of vertices of
degree 2 and equal number of vertices of degrees 1 and 3. This is typical for a circular design
with randomized extensions. Clearly, this array is not hub-centered, but with a uniform degree
distribution. The actual geometries of these two designs are presented in Figure 4-7. The two
geometric models are good representations of decentralized and hub-and-spoke models as introduced
in Chapter 1, Figure 1-4.
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4.4 Tension between Pareto optimality and Robustness
One of the primary reasons for studying the robustness of telescope arrays was the belief that
optimal designs are not necessarily robust to external influences. This conjecture has not only been
demonstrated but shown to be a strong statement. The intuition behind it comes the robustness
and fragility principle discussed in the literature [22]. Highly-optimized systems often exhibit subtle
vulnerability. In the context of graphs, this means that the network may be designed to be highly
resilient to random deletion of nodes, but lose structure and functionality if targeted at specific
high-degree nodes.
All results, in Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-5 confirm this tension between robustness and Pareto
optimality. The most robust designs (color-coded in white) are usually far from the Pareto front,
while the robustness of the Pareto designs varies considerably. In fact, robustness has little to do
with optimality, but more with topology. Scale-free arrays like random and VLA-like are more
robust compared to uniform degree arrays like circular, triangular and Reuleaux triangular.
The tension between Pareto optimality and robustness can probably be best exemplified with
overlaying the best design paths based on cost and performance and the best robustness paths.
Figure 4-8 shows three subsequent stages for both backward and forward with the robustness path
marked with red diamonds. For both strategies, the more robust path is far behind the Pareto front
and the best cost-performance trade-off path. The good news is that for different strategies, the
robust design choice requires a sacrifice in only one metric. In the case of backward, robustness
is achieved at greater cost but relatively the same performance. For forward, the cost to design
robustly is the same as the optimal path's, but the performance is worse with a higher uv density.
With this insight, we can clearly term the backward strategy a cost-optimizer, and the forward a
performance- optimizer.
4.5 Network Robustness as a Design Objective
The next natural step after evaluating robustness of designs is to design for robustness. Substituting
the energy function and the cost-performance trade-off with robustness, allows to probe which ge-
ometries are the most robust, and whether indeed, designing for robustness requires a large sacrifice
in traditional engineering goals.
To illustrate the implications for the robustness metric, we look at the case of backward third
stage, which is a genetic algorithm optimization routine. The histograms for a traditionally evolved
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Figure 4-4: Pareto front geometries combined; second-stage backward with 60 stations; plus signs:
VLA-like, diamonds: Reuleaux triangular, triangles: triangular, circles: circular, crosses: random,
stars: log spirals
population and a population designed for robustness are shown on Figure 4-9 left and right respec-
tively. The traditional population exhibits an off-centered two-peaked robustness distribution with
a larger peak around 0.8. The mean for this population is 0.7584 (fraction of surviving nodes, map-
ping structural robustness only), minimum 0.5720, maximum 0.8870 and a standard deviation of
0.0788. The robust population on the other hand has a negatively skewed distribution with a mean
of 0.8272, a maximum of 0.8940, minimum 0.6890 and standard deviation of 0.0390. The two-peaked
distribution is a sign of groups of similar geometries with the same robustness characteristics and
a clear indication that robustness does not arise accidentally from the design process. The skewed
distribution, on the other hand, shows clear selection for robustness.
These findings can be also be seen on the color-coded plots of uv density versus cable length of
different populations. The backward first stage comparison is presented in Figure 4-10. The bottom
plot of the designed-for-robustness population is much lighter (more robust) than the traditional
(top). Similar observations can be made in the forward second-stage picture shown on Figure 4-11.
The relatively more robust design inside these populations have moved closer to the Pareto front,
but more striking is the improvement of population as a whole. As the standard deviations show,
the designed-for-robustness population has less contrast between individual designs.
As expected, improvement in robustness comes at a cost. The robust designs in the bottom
plot on Figure 4-2 have twice the cable length. This suggests that robustness selects for different
geometries as well. The next step is look at the non-dominated geometries on the uv density-cable
length Pareto front.
Both backward and forward non-dominated designs are highly non-regular, characterized by
many short branches allowing for short path lengths from node to node (Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-
13). Decentralized architectures are rare, hubs are ubiquitous, sometimes more than one as in the
last array on Figure 4-13. Multiple hub emergence is expected: many hubs, well-connected to each
other are almost a prerequisite for robustness and an ingredient for hierarchical networks. If the
minimal linkage requirement had not been imposed on these arrays, hierarchical (closed) formations
would have emerged while optimizing for robustness.
The ten most robust configurations, backward and forward, show the same trends, star-like
patterns with a lot of protruding branches. The only difference between backward and forward in
the 10 most robust designs is that the forward initial arrays (in blue) are more spread out, like rugged
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Figure 4-5: Dynamical robustness metric for first-stage backward (top) and forward (bottom), all
geometries, 27 stations; robustness is indicated by the color scale, lighter is more robust
stars, with single-degree second-stage additions. The backward strategy arrays look smoother, with
less curves and more tendency to form secondary hubs. The fact that the most robust designs are
not distinct for the backward and the forward strategy, unlike the traditionally designed arrays,
means that robustness is a characteristic which transcends the optimization process, and is entirely
driven by topology.
In summary, evaluating designs for robustness revealed the role of different geometries in robust
design and explained their properties with previously developed models of robust networks. Design-
ing for robustness confirmed the geometrical results and verified that implementing robustness in
the design is indeed costly, but can be worth in the long run.
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Figure 4-13: Non-dominated designs from designed-for-robustness Pareto front of uv density versus
cable length; Pareto front based on 2 ,d and 3 rd stages for forward technique with 24 stations
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusions
5.1 Graph-theoretical Considerations
The purpose of the graph-theoretical considerations presented in this thesis is to both understand the
results of the optimization and also to drive the design process. Measures like degree distributions,
robustness histograms and average minimum path length are used to understand the difference
between the topologies of robust and non-robust arrays and how their structure arises from the
optimization. Using graph theory, we explained why non-Pareto designs are more robust, and what
network model categories do different seed geometries fall in. For example, circular configurations are
an instance of 2-regular graphs with uniform degree distribution, long average minimum path length,
and as such, not among the most robust. Random geometries, VLA-like and log spiral geometries
are relatively more robust because of their potential to evolve into hub-centralized configurations,
even multi-hub formations, as seen in the experiments with design for robustness. Moreover, the
correlations confirmed between robustness properties and graph theoretical measures like average
minimum path length, suggest that the two problem-specific metrics, uv density and cable length
can be replaced with more generic metrics which span the same tension between graph linkage and
coverage. Our preliminary results show that using clustering coefficient as a substitute for cable
length and average path length as a substitute for uv density produces a similar Pareto front.
We envision using an abstracted framework as described to model various networks along with
their problem-specific objectives to gain more intuition about overarching network scaling laws and
to compare the growth and evolution of seemingly unrelated problems.
5.2 Open issues
The work presented in this thesis has unveiled more questions than it has answered, revealing a
rich potential for refining the underlying case study both in theoretical and experimental aspects.
Moreover, the developed framework is widely applicable to a variety of domains some of which
were intended to find place in this thesis originally. Unfortunately, the rich breadth and depth of
these applications did not allow them to be presented here, but instead helped set the underlaying
framework for further research. The open issues left to be addressed further include what can be done
with more computational resources and refined algorithms, what study cases arise from challenging
the problem formulation and assumptions and finally, what was left out or studied partially.
5.2.1 Computational resources
The tradeoff between computational resources and fidelity is often a limiting factor in optimization.
The results' fidelity in this work has rarely suffered from insufficient time to converge. Given more
time though, more simulations with more iterations, especially in the for the robustness-optimized
arrays might confirm the established patterns. Robustness, for example, is one of the metrics taking
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the longest to compute with time growing as the square of number of nodes. It is expected that with
more stringent convergence conditions, more insight can be gained as to what geometries satisfy
better coverage and cable length objectives versus robustness.
5.2.2 Challenging the assumptions
Several assumptions have been made both in the physical and the simulation modeling of large
telescope arrays. Challenging or revising these assumptions opens a potential for more refined
studies that will provide answers to the questions raised by our results.
* Due to the continuous nature of the stations coordinates and the large design space with
respect to station size, gridding the design space was avoided as requiring too much memory.
Despite the cost, a gridded design space, as opposed to random coordinates generation, can
provide more fidelity. Controlling the spacing and the number of possibilities with a grid for
the forward strategy would allow explicit control of all possibilities and rigorous comparison
between the backward and forward strategies. Gridding also means better control of the
distance between stations which would avoid degenerate clustered designs (highly optimized
for low cable length). Certainly, large grids might provide less fidelity than even the random
coordinates generation, so we recommend grid size on the order of a single station diameter.
" The minimum separation distance between stations assumed for the new stations generation
is 1 kilometer. Allowing a different minimum distance might result in different topologies for
the forward strategy, though in general we expect more costly, better coverage designs.
" The minimal spanning tree algorithm for optimum linkage deserves to be challenged, primarily
for robustness purposes. Allowing multiple paths from node to node will definitely make the
array more robust to both node and edge failure. It is worth performing a study of coupled
cost, performance and robustness of Steiner graphs versus arrays with less optimal linkage.
" The design vector perturbation only assumed one-variable substitutions. It has been suggested
that three-variable substitutions are the optimum for swift exploration of the design space.
Challenging this assumption in the DOE algorithm might allow the exploration of larger parts
of the design space and achieve faster convergence.
" As repeatedly mentioned, the poor performance of the backward in the first stage is due to the
stringent connectivity constraint. Allowing any subset of the original array in the backward
strategy to be a valid option will certainly improve performance because it will allow spread
out stations to form arrays, even though they might be initially connected. One way of
allowing more spread out subsets to be valid is to allow non-neighboring stations that are still
connected via cable (going through another stations) to be neighbors in the optimal subset
array. By any means, it is worth studying the trade-off of additional recabling cost versus the
poor performance obtained by keeping the initial infrastructure. In some way, challenging the
connectivity assumption makes the backward strategy more forward-like.
* In the search for a global optimum, the forward search can be improved by generating more
random stations for each array and thus increasing the space of possibilities. A full DOE would
involve gridding the design space and searching every grid possibility.
* In our work, the telescope stations are assumed to be points in two-dimensional space, not
physical apertures. A more refined study can model the physics better by creating a continuous
model for every telescope that updates at discrete intervals or communicates with other nodes
in the network at discrete intervals. Such a continuous-discrete network model provides more
fidelity in the modeling and allows continuous feedback in monitoring performance throughout
the design process. We expect that physical modeling will uncover engineering problems that
need to be addressed in the network context.
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5.2.3 The remaining cases
Apart from starting with new assumptions, there are remaining cases which are allowable or ex-
tendable from the existing framework, but which were not explored too keep the consistency and
simplicity of the original model. Those might be of value in further studies.
" At present, in a single stage stations are meant to operate at the locations designed. One
might conceive of designing regular fixed paths along which stations could move to fine-tune
the performance based on the observation goal at hand. This is not a new idea, implemented
to some extent by the VLA array in New Mexico [23]. Reconfiguration onsite will drive the
costs of positioning, motion and cabling aspects higher, but it will provide great flexibility even
in a single-stage design. An interesting question is what kind of geometries favor a single-stage
reconfigurable design, both from a cost and performance perspective.
* In most networks, not all nodes are equal. A hub is a small functional differentiation, but
networks can have structurally hybrid nodes, modeled with different sizes (larger and smaller
clusters of telescopes), cost and functionality. Links might also vary in importance, cost, speed,
reliability and so on.
* Experiments can be performed with varying objective weights in the energy function. It is
expected that this will result in more refined network topologies and a more complete Pareto
front. Partial work on varying weights has already started.
" Stages can be weighted other than equal, by giving priority to the future or present design.
This will change the vision for the backward and forward strategies and maybe require a new
strategy.
" The number of stations has been kept constant at every stage. A valid question is to ask, what
is the optimal number of stations given a certain budget and a desired performance. We have
partially studied this problem with a feedback algorithm that initially guesses a reasonable
number of stations and then re-designs the array based on a budget limit. The resources left
from downsizing are then assigned to the next stage and the procedure is repeated. A problem
formulation which allows the number of stations to vary opens many more questions, like what
geometries grow best under cost constraints or are more flexible to downsizing. Answers to
these questions could lead to designing more adaptable systems.
* Simulated annealing might not be the only algorithm suitable for network growth optimiza-
tion. While a genetic algorithm might be too computationally extensive, research into other
possibilities will be useful to benchmark the SA results.
5.3 Potential Application to Other Domains
We believe that the framework developed for telescope array optimization is general enough to be
employed in various other problems, susceptible to network representation. First, our models can be
mapped to the growth of existing systems, tested, validated, updated and augmented based on this
knowledge. An example is the growth of cellular coverage networks, which have naturally extended
from large cities, to large commuter arteries and then further on to small towns and less inhabited
places. The expanding map of Internet routers and hyperlinks is also well-documented and an
example of demand-driven natural growing system. Some transportation networks, like the Tokyo
subway system, have also grown spontaneously, without planning, based on where need has arisen.
In the case of Tokyo, as different parts of the city developed as commercial, cultural and financial
centers, subway lines were built to service this need. Quite unfortunately, this city also provides a
good model for random and deliberate attacks due to frequent earthquakes and the bombings at
the beginning of the nineteenth century. The subway, as well as other transportation networks, has
been frequently rebuilt, extended or repaired where needed. Studying the robustness of such a real
network can be very exciting and revealing.
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Design problems, like the studied telescope arrays., are another potential application. First of
all, design recommendations can be made for or extracted from all of the natural growth studies
described above. There is a myriad of potential design applications from extensible satellite networks,
modularized space exploration systems, wireless sensor networks, to airline hub systems. A lot of
these example problems will require hybrid nodes in their models, and extended physical models,
coupled with the generalized network architecture.
5.4 Computational and Visualization Strategies
Folk wisdom has it that there are as many answers as there are questions, and as many interpre-
tations as there are stories. While this philosophy has worked well in the past, engineers more and
more recognize the need for overarching models that capture larger types of problems. It is our hope
that the framework developed for the presented research, though constructed to solve the particular
problem of large telescope arrays, can be generalized to a variety of network optimization problems.
With this goal in mind from the start generalized algorithms like simulated annealing were adapted
to different cases, like backward and forward optimization. Both genetic algorithms and simulated
annealing turned out to be well-suited for network problems with discrete state transitions and large
continuous design spaces.
Visualization techniques have been an indispensable analysis tool in this work. Visualizing ar-
ray geometries for sizes up to 100 nodes can still help to identify regular patterns and emerging
geometries. For real networks, explicit graph visualization is not always useful, but histograms of
vertex degrees and other network properties give an implicit picture of the system. For example, a
power-law degree distribution indicates hierarchy in the network and an abundance of low-degree
nodes. Visualization has also been widely useful in understanding and designing various algorithms,
like the design vector perturbation (walking on the graph) for the backward DOE routine. More-
over, most of the results in this thesis are presented in graphical format. The precise coordinates of
the best designs are not as revealing as their relative position on the Pareto front or their physical
geometry. Understanding the power of visualization in network theory, we have already began and
plan to continue using more visualization-enabled software like Pajek [24].
5.5 Conclusions. Support or Refute Hypothesis
This thesis extended previous work done on network optimization of telescope arrays to multiple
stages. It was confirmed that the best extensible configurations are not the single-stage winners,
due to penalties for extensibility paid in the first or last stage of the design depending on the
strategy. Another hypothesis confirmed is that robust arrays do not reside at the trade-off front of
cost and performance, but are always non-optimal. Designing and evaluating arrays for robustness
also explained the appearance of certain geometries with previously developed network models.
Perhaps the most surprising conclusion from this work is the refuted hypothesis that the back-
ward staging strategy is superior for the staging of telescope arrays. It was concluded instead that
backward is suitable only when the end state of the system is the primary goal, for which intermediate
building blocks are needed. For sustained performance throughout all stages, embedded flexibility
in the design to future budget or demand uncertainties, forward is the recommended strategy.
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Appendix A
Figures
A.1 Pareto plots
Figures A-1 to A-10 each contain two plots, one for the backward staging case and the other for
forward. The first five plots are generated with 6, 15 and 24 stations for the three stages. The second
five (Figure A-6 to A-10) represent the case for three stages with 27, 60 and 99 stations respectively.
There are five figures for each case because five initial seeded geometries were considered: VLA-like,
circular, Reuleaux triangular, triangular (all regular geometries) and random. Each plot contains
three graphs of uv density versus cable length, one for each stage and one combined for the two
stages. Pareto fronts are presented in red, versus the entire population in black.
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A.2 Convergence Plots
A.2.1 Evolving Pareto fronts (6, 15, 24)
Evolving Pareto fronts involves comparing Pareto fronts after optimization. All plots in this subsec-
tion show in black the initial Pareto front and in red, the evolved (converged) Pareto front. Similarly,
to the previous Pareto plots, all five seeded geometries are shown for the small and larger number
of stations from Figure A-11 to Figure A-20. Each figure contains four plots for the two stages, and
two techniques, backward and forward (top plots are backward, left plots are first stage).
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Figure A-11: Evolving Pareto fronts, VLA-like seeds; left: 2 nd stage, right: 3 rd stage; top: backward,
bottom: forward path
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Figure A-12: Evolving Pareto fronts, circular seeds; left: 2 "d stage, right: 3rd stage; top: backward,bottom: forward path
A.2.2 Evolving Pareto fronts (27,60, 99)
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Figure A-15: Evolving Pareto fronts, random
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Figure A-16: Evolving Pareto fronts, VLA-like seeds; left: 2 nd stage, right: 3 rd stage; top: backward,
bottom: forward path
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Figure A-17: Evolving Pareto fronts, circular
bottom: forward path
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Figure A-18: Evolving Pareto fronts, Reuleaux triangular seeds; left: 2 nd stage, right: 3 rd stage;
top: backward, bottom: forward path
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Figure A-20: Evolving Pareto fronts, random seeds; left: 2 nd stage, right: 3 rd stage; top: backward,
bottom: forward path
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A.2.3 Nadir-point convergence history
All of the convergence history plots below contain three graphs: convergence history of the energy
(weighted combination of metrics), and of the two metrics, uv density and cable length. The five
seeded geometries, (VLA-like, circular, Reuleaux triangular, triangular and random), four plots
are included in each figure. The top plots show the small-number-of-stations results, the bottom
show the large-number-of-stations results. Left-most plots are generated using backward staging,
right-most forward staging.
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Figure A-21: Energy, uv density and cable length convergence histories; top: (6,15, 24) stations,
bottom (27, 60,99) stations; left: backward path, right: forward path; VLA-like seeds
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Figure A-22: Energy, uv density and cable length convergence histories; top: (6,15, 24) stations,
bottom (27, 60, 99) stations; left: backward path, right: forward path; circular-like seeds
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Figure A-23: Energy, uv density and cable length convergence histories; top: (6, 15, 24) stations,
bottom (27, 60,99) stations; left: backward path, right: forward path; Reuleaux triangular seeds
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Figure A-24: Energy, uv density and cable length convergence histories; top: (6,15, 24) stations,
bottom (27, 60, 99) stations; left: backward path, right: forward path; triangular seeds
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Figure A-25: Energy, uv density and cable length convergence histories; top: (6,15, 24) stations,
bottom (27, 60, 99) stations; left: backward path, right: forward path; random seeds
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A.3 Geometries
Non-dominated solutions is another name for Pareto solutions. The geometries for different initially
seeded geometries can give insights into the relation between converged Pareto geometries and regular
geometries. The figures in this section present the non-dominated shapes (geometries) for all seeded
geometries and for both small (6,15, 24) and large (27,60,99) number of stations. Each plot gives
the shapes generated with backward (left) and forward (right) approaches. In blue are the first-stage
stations, in red the (ones added) second-stage stations. Notice that in the backward staging case,
the red are the initially optimized, the blue are the optimally knocked-out stations.
A.3.1 Non-dominated geometries, (6,15, 24) stations
Figure A-26: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left) and forward (right) path, 6 to 15 stations
with random initial seeds
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Figure A-27: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left) and forward (right) path, 6 to 15 stations
with circular initial seeds
A.3.2 Non-dominated geometries, (27,60,99) stations
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Figure A-28: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left) and forward (right) path, 6 to 15 stations
with VLA-like initial seeds
A.3.3 Nadir-point solutions
The nadir point is the point closest to the utopia point on the Pareto front. Often this point is
considered the best design. In this section, we show the nadir-point geometries for all initial seeds
and their evolution across stages, for both small and large number of stations.
(6,15, 24) stations
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Figure A-29: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left)
with Realeaux triangular initial seeds
Figure A-30: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left)
with triangular initial seeds
and forward (right) path, 6 to 15 stations
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Figure A-31: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left)
with random initial seeds
and forward (right) path, 27 to 60 stations
Figure A-32: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left) and forward (right) path, 27 to 60 stations
with circular initial seeds
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Figure A-33: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left) and forward (right) path,
with VLA-like initial seeds
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Figure A-34: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left) and forward (right) path, 27 to 60 stations
with Realeaux triangular initial seeds
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Figure A-35: Non-dominated solutions for backward (left) and forward (right) path, 27 to 60 stations
with triangular initial seeds
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Figure A-36: Nadir point geometries, random seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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Figure A-37: Nadir point geometries, VLA-like seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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Figure A-38: Nadir point geometries, circular seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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Figure A-39: Nadir point geometries, triangular seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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Figure A-40: Nadir point geometries, Reuleaux triangular seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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(27, 60, 99) stations
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Figure A-41: Nadir point geometries, random seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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Figure A-42: Nadir point geometries, VLA-like seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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Figure A-43: Nadir point geometries, circular seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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Figure A-44: Nadir point geometries, triangular seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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Figure A-45: Nadir point geometries, Reuleaux triangular seeds; top: backward, bottom: forward
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A.4 Pareto Front Geometries
Combined Pareto fronts can demonstrate the fitness of certain geometries versus others. Figure A-
46 shows results with backward staging for 1" (left) and 2"d stage and for (6, 15, 24) (top) and
(27,60, 99) stations. Figure A-47 shows the same for forward path. Random seeded geometries are
plotted in black, circular in blue, VLA-like in
magenta.
red, triangular in green and Reuleaux triangular in
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Figure A-46: Backward path, combined Pareto fronts; top: (6, 15, 24) stations, bottom: (27, 60, 99)
stations; left: first stage (15 -+ 6) and (60 -+ 27), right: second stage (24 -+ 15) and (99 -- 60)
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Appendix B
Selected Algorithms
B.1 Shortest Path Algorithm
X Mean average path algorithm:
X Implements shortest path algorithm, from a single vertex to all others
X Gergana Bounova, Last Updated: December 13, 2004
function [dd,d] = shortest-path(adj,adj-length,indl,ind2)
X need set of verteces and connecting edges
stations = size(adj,2);
d = inf*ones(1,stations); d(indl) = 0;
X form V set
V = indi; index = ind1;
while not(isempty(V))
% ---------------------------
for i=1:size(V)
X identify V member
ind = V(i);
for j=1:stations
if adj(indj)==1 & d(j)>d(ind)+adj-length(ind,j)
d(j)=d(ind)+adj-length(ind,j);
X remove node ind and add node j
exists = 0; X ------------------
for c=1:size(index)
if index(c)==j
'node already exists';
exists = 1;
end
end
if not(exists)
V = [V; j];
index = [index; j];
end X --------------------------
end
end
if length(index)>=stations
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break;
end
end V = V(2:size(V));
X ------------------------------
end
dd = d(ind2);
B.2 Minimum linkage algorithm
X new cabling routine for forward staging
X Gergana Bounova, Last Updated: May 16, 2004
function [cable,adj2wb,adj-lengths2wb] =
newmincable(stl,st2,adj1,adj-lengthsl)
numstations(1) = length(sti); num-stations(2) = length(st2);
adj2wb = zeros(length(st2)); adj-lengths2wb = adj2wb; indeces1 =
zeros(num-stations(1),1); for i=1:numstations(1)
st1l = squeeze(stl(:,i));
for j=1:num-stations(2)
st22 = squeeze(st2(:,j));
if norm(st11-st22)<0.1
indecesl(i) = j;
end
end
end
for i=1:numstations(1)
for j=1:num-stations(1)
adj2wb(indecesl(i),indecesl(j))=adjl(i,j);
adj-lengths2wb(indecesl(i),indecesl(j))=adj-lengthsl(i,j);
end
end
stationstack = squeeze(stl(:,:)); for i=1:num-stations(2)
st = [st2(1,i) st2(2,i)];
d = ones(length(station-stack),1)*st-stationstack';
dn = zeros(length(stationstack),1);
for j=1:length(dn)
dn(j) = norm(d(j,:));
end
if min(dn)<0.01
'do nothing';
else
ind = pdesubixe(dn,min(dn));
adj2wb(i,ind) = 1;
adj2wb(ind,i) = 1;
adj-lengths2wb(i,ind) = norm(st'-station-stack(:,ind));
adj-lengths2wb(ind,i) = adj-lengths2wb(i,ind);
stationstack = [station-stack st'];
end
end
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cable = sum(sum(adjlengths2wb))/2;
B.3 Backward DOE Algorithm
X DOE for backward staging path
X Gergana Bounova, Last Updated: June 18, 2004
X input: stations2 = second-stage array + adjacency and adj-lengths
X matrices
X output: stations1 = first-stage array + adjacency and adjjlengths
X matrices
X s - stage number
for i=1:numstations(s+1)
node(i).child = [];
for j=1:num-stations(s+1)
if adj2d(i,j)==1
node(i).child = [node(i).child; j];
end
end
end
stations1_sample = zeros(num-stations(s+1),2,numstations(s));
adjlsample =
zeros(num-stations(s+1),num-stations(s),numstations(s));
adj-lengthslsample = adjlsample; indecesl1sample
zeros(num-stations(s+1),numstations(s));
for ss=1:numstations(s+1)
inds = 1;
stationsl(:,inds)=stations2(:,ss);
indecesl(inds) = ss;
while inds < numstations(s)
[y,indl=sort(node(indecesl(inds)).child); X sort children of
X first node
curr = inds;
for x=1:length(y)
new = node(indecesl(curr)).child(ind(length(y)-x+1));
if belongsto(new,indeces1(1:inds))
'do nothing';
allvisited = 1;
else
allvisited = 0;
inds = inds + 1;
indecesl(inds) = new;
break;
end
end
if allvisited
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XA jump somewhere else?
found = 0;
for xx=1:inds
for 1=1:length(node(indecesl(xx)).child)
new = node(indecesl(xx)).child(l);
if not(belongsto(new,indeces1(1:inds)))
inds = inds + 1;
indecesl(inds) = new;
found = 1;
break;
end
end
if found
break;
end
end
end
end
indeces1_sample(ss,:) = indeces1;
stations1 = stations2(:,indecesl);
stations1_sample(ss,:,:) = stations1;
end
for ss=1:numstations(s+1)
adjlsample(ss,:,:)=adj2d(indeceslsample(ss,:),indeceslsample(ss,:));
adj-lengthslsample(ss,:,:)=adj-lengths2d(indeces1sample(ss,:),indeceslsample(ss,:));
end
% pick the best configuration
[xgrid,ygrid,TRI]=get-grid(num-stations(s),xygrid,wavelength,uvscale);
for ss=1:length(adj-lengthslsample)
x = squeeze(stationslsample(ss,1,:)); y = squeeze(stations1sample(ss,2,:));
dns(ss) = uvdenscirc-eq-area(x,y,numstations(s),wavelength,xgrid,ygrid,TRI);
cbl(ss) = sum(sum(squeeze(adj-lengthslsample(ss,:,:))))/2;
end distance = (dns/mean(dns)).^2 + (cbl/mean(cbl)).^2;
[mindist,ind] = min(distance); stations1 =
squeeze(stationslsample(ind,:,:)); indecesi =
squeeze(indeceslsample(ind,:)); adj1d =
squeeze(adjlsample(ind,:,:)); adj-lengthsld =
squeeze(adjlengthslsample(ind,:,:));
B.4 Forward DOE Algorithm
X DOE for forward path algorithm
X Gergana Bounova, Last Updated: October 2, 2004
% input: stations1: original first-stage array
X output: stations3: additional stations to stations1 to complete
X the second-stage array
X s - stage number
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X numstations - vector of number of stations for each stage
% xys - sample of randomly-generated stations (design space)
stations3_sample =
zeros(num-stations(s),2,numstations(s)-numstations(s-1)); countl
= 0;
for ss=1:length(stations3_sample)
cnt = 0;
stations3 = zeros(2,numstations(s)-num-stations(s-1));
while cnt < (num stations(s)-num-stations(s-1))
ind = ceil(rand*length(xys));
cnt = cnt + 1;
stations3(:,cnt) = xys(:,ind);
if cnt> 1 & belongsto(stations3(:,cnt),stations3(:,1:cnt-1))
cnt = cnt - 1;
end
end
stations3_sample(ss,:,:) = stations3;
end
XX Pick the *best* point
[xgrid,ygrid,TRI]=get-grid(num-stations(s),xygrid,wavelength,uvscale);
for ss=1:length(stations3_sample)
stations2 = [stationsi squeeze(stations3_sample(ss,:,:))];
x = stations2(1,:); y = stations2(2,:);
[dns(ss)] = uvdens-circ-eqarea(x,y,length(x),wavelength,xgrid,ygrid,TRI);
[cbl(ss)] = newmincable(stationsl,stations2,adjld,adj-lengthsld);
end
distance = (dns/min(dns)).^2 + (cbl/min(cbl)).^2;
[mindist,ind] = min(distance); stations3 =
squeeze([stations3_sample(ind,1,:); ...
stations3_sample(ind,2,:)]);
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